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1. Introduction
1.1 About Us
We; Oli, Lily and Poppy, are a young family who have recently moved to west Wales from Wiltshire
where we have been managing woodland, and involved in woodland crafts for the past 10 or so years.
We purchased the land known as Flat Wood, on the eastern edge of Cenarth, Carmarthenshire, in April
2018, and moved to a rented cottage in nearby Boncath in October 2018.
Oli is a traditional carpenter and woodsman, Lily is a learning disability nurse and has taken a
job with Ruskin Mill at their Coleg Plas Dwbl in Pembrokeshire, we have a young daughter, Poppy
Wren, who attends the Swi-Lwli Nursery in Crymych.
We have lived an off-grid 'One Planet' lifestyle, living in yurts and shepherds huts in the woods
since 2009, the first two years of this spent at the Cherry Wood Project where Oli served as an
apprentice, and for the past 7 years at the Hazelbury Estate in Wiltshire where we managed 80 acres of
ancient and semi-ancient mixed broadleaved woodland, re-establishing traditional management land
uses such as short rotation coppice, wood pasture, and using horses for timber extraction.
1.2 Our Business
Since leaving Cherry Wood Oli has been self-Employed as a woodsman and traditional carpenter, using
the wood we cut from our woodland management for craft and teaching work. Core products are
Windsor or Welsh stick chairs, stools, yurts, beds, timber framed buildings (ranging from barns to
smaller structures) and include charcoal and firewood. Another important part of Oli's work is teaching
and he runs an annual pole lathe making and bowl turning course, and has for the past five years run a
range of green woodwork courses for injured veterans through the charity Help for Heroes. Oli also
makes his own tools for bowl turning and sells sets of these to students and other turners, the tools are
forged on a charcoal forge and he uses charcoal we make ourselves in the woods from our own wood.
With the exception of a few larger building jobs, 100% of the wood used in Oli's craft work comes from
our woodlands.
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1.3 The Site, and how we relate to it
The land at Flat Wood amounts to 5.43 hectares (13.03 acres) and has been carefully chosen to suit our
plans for an OPD, both in terms of business and in terms of living. It is, as the name suggests, broadly flat
and therefore easy to work, the timber comprises of key species essential to support Oli's craftwork; Ash
for steam bending and chair making, Oak for timber framing and furniture making, willow, alder and
spruce for charcoal making etc. Furthermore, these timbers along with the smattering of durable
softwood species we have dotted about, will mean that all of the structures we need to build in order to
run our project can be built using timber harvested on site. Companied with the fact that these will be
extracted and transported around our land using our two gypsy cob horses, Hamish and Tilly; and the
fact that they can, in the case of the oak beams, be processed without the need for machinery (i.e. hewn
with an axe), will go a long way to making our buildings as zero carbon in construction as is practicable.
Some machining of timber will of course be needed (for studwork, cladding etc), but this can be
processed on site by a mobile band-saw mill, negating the need for the timber to ever leave the site , and
further reducing our carbon footprint (see section 4 for more information on zero-carbon buildings).
We are both passionate about enhancing the ecology of woodland through traditional management
techniques, we have received our felling licence from Natural Resources Wales to return 1.89 hectares
(4.56 acres) of the woodland to short rotation mixed coppice along the southern part of our land. This
will not only provide us with fuel (firewood, kindling and charcoal) and products (weaving rods, bean
poles, yurt poles etc), but greatly enhance the biodiversity of the site and the surrounding area. Our
homestead; garden, orchard and forest garden will be sited within the coppice creating light and a
perfect microclimate for growing.
The coppice coupes have been sited along the southern edge of the land also to allow light in to reach
the floor of the high forest areas to the north of them. The reason for this is that we can encourage
grasses to grow underneath the tree canopy and therefore increase grazing options on the land. We are
confident that we can produce enough food on our land to directly produce 53% of our food within 5
years, though we recognize that this is the area that we need to gain some skills in, particularly regarding
horticulture. For the past year we have been keeping sheep and have not had to buy lamb or hogget
during that time, and we expect that initially much of our direct food requirements from the land will
be met by meat.
We currently rent sheds and three acres of grazing for our horses, between Boncath and
Bwlchygroes, 6 miles from Flat Wood. We hope that once we have some infrastructure at Flat Wood
and can stable our horses there, that we can find extra grazing more local to Flat Wood, and thus cut
down on our vehicle mileage. Once established we predict we can meet the grazing needs of the horses
on site, and our predictions are detailed later on (section 3.3).
We have considerable experience and knowledge of woodlands, their management and the crafts they
support, and we have a very clear vision for our land and lifestyle going forwards and especially over the
next five years. We are used to living in woodland, and we feel that our understanding, passion and
knowledge for woodland comes from living within it; as an intrinsic part of its ecosystem.
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2. Management Plan Overview
2.1 Summary
This application is for a woodland based residential smallholding and predominately craft based business,
designed in line with the criteria of the pioneering 'One Planet Development' planning policy. The
holding will be the primary residence of one young family of three, and will provide for our basic
minimum needs; food and water, energy, waste assimilation, and housing.
It will be primarily off grid development, zero-carbon in construction and function and will provide for
65% of our food needs, and, once infrastructure is in place, 65% of our income within 5 years,
eventually the intention is for this to be much closer to 100%.
In line with Planning Policy Wales' guidance our holding will be low impact in nature, and will
enhance environmental quality. We will initially achieve a global ecological footprint of 2.4 global
hectares and in time move towards a target of 1.88 and beyond.
Our land will be managed in line with the principles of permaculture, and to organic standards. We aim
to create a largely self-sustaining system, assimilating waste products from work and domestic life
together to improve the quality of the soil, and allow us to grow and rear our food. In time all our
livestock will be fed largely from fodder grown on site, and the remainder bought from income
generated from the site. All our buildings will be constructed from timber grown on site, any other
materials required will ideally be natural, and will all be sourced locally.
We are confident that we can meet the appropriately rigorous monitoring criteria of the One Planet
Development Policy, and should we fail to do so we will lose the right to reside on the land, therefore
giving us the greatest incentive. It is the progressive nature of this policy which, among other things, has
drawn us to west Wales; it is something we want to support, and we intend to do so by making Flat
Wood an exemplar of it.
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2.2 Baseline
Site location grid reference SN273411

2.2.1 Location, area, shape and boundaries

Fig 2.2.1a Location of Flat Wood as indicated by the red star
The land at Flat Wood lies to the east of the village of Cenarth in Carmarthenshire, close to the borders
of Pembrokeshire and Ceredigion. Cenarth is a quiet rural village on the banks of the Afon Teifi, and is
dissected by the A484, the main thoroughfare between Newcastle Emlyn and Cardigan. It is home to
the Cenarth Falls, and the National Coracle Museum, both of which are popular tourist destinations. It
has a vibrant local community with two pubs, a church, a couple of shops, tea rooms and a primary
school. According to the 2001 census the parish of Cenarth is 60% welsh speaking.
Beyond Cenarth the surrounding land use is primarily agricultural, though there is also forestry and
tourism.
The proposed development on the site will not be directly overlooked by any residential properties, our
closest neighbours are the four houses at Forest Lodge to the Northeast, which are visually obscured by
tree cover, and at Yet Farm to the West, again obscured by tree cover.
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Fig 2.2.1b Location and boundary

Fig 2.2.1c Boundary and access points
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2.2.2 Tenure and Services
The land is freehold and is in our names, Oliver Weight and Elizabeth London, we purchased it in April
2018, with the help of a land mortgage from the Ecology Building Society.
Mains water crosses the land, and we may well connect to this if financially viable and if our needs
cannot be met by the springs, predominately we intend to use spring water, run-off, and water
harvested from roofs to run the holding. There are no other connected services.

2.2.3 Site Access Arrangements
2.2.4 Site Audit
2.2.4 a) Physical Geography, Geology and Geomorphology:
The soil is thin, acidic, and drains poorly in many places, there is an extensive ditch network (marked by
the dotted lines on Fig 2.2.5b) and the high points around these drain well.
The land undulates and slopes gently upwards from the western boundary, rising from 34m to 56m.

Fig 2.2.4a (i) Contour Map, 1m graduations
Two springs issue from the land, and flow towards the west, where they meet and exit out land to the
northwest. There is another watercourse not marked on the OS maps, which runs from south to north
where it joins the other two and exits our land at the same point (see Fig 2.2.4a(ii)).
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Fig 2.2.4a (ii) Watercourses and springs
In the geological past the land now known as Flat Wood has been shaped by both sea and ice, and the
result of this can be observed on the surface:
Surface Deposits: Clay and Silt;
The surface deposits appear to be glaciolacustrine, devensian – clay and silt (Brisish Geological Survey
BGS, 2017). “These sedimentary deposits are glaciolacustrine in origin. They are detrital, generally finegrained (but locally coarser), they form beds, plains and fans associated with meltwater flowing into
ephemeral lakes (icebound) (BGS, 2017).
Bedrock: Mudstone
Silty mudstones with dark burrow mottles. Several thick units of laminated hemipelagite. Scattered
packets with thin sandstones. Thick unit of interbedded conglomerates, sandstones, pebbly mudstones
and mudstones known as Doldowlodd Conglomerate (Member) locally present. (BGS 2017)
2.2.4b) Biodiversity
The site consists of 5.43 hectares of mixed broadleaved woodland, and has been woodland since at least
1887, and most likely long before that as well. The northern section of the woodland (around two

thirds of the site) was planted in 1953, consists mainly of a mix of Ash (fraxinus excelcior), English Oak
(quercus robur) and Beech (fagus sylvatica) and has been well thinned. There has been some planting of

conifers in the past namely; Grand Fir (Abies grandis) and Norway Spruce (Picea abies) . The remaining
third of the land is predominately natural regeneration 25/30 years in age and consists chiefly of; Goat
Willow (Salix caprea), Common Alder (Alnus glutinosa) and Silver Birch (Betula pendula), among
others.
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Fig 2.2.4b An aerial photograph from 1999 showing the tree cover at FlatWood clearly showing that

the southern section has been recently felled, with high forest making up two thirds to the north and
south. In effect this southern section is out of rotation mixed coppice, cross referenced against Fig 2.3a a
few pages ahead, it is clear how we have defined the boundaries of our short rotation coppice coups.
The woodland is host to many common types of ground flora, which are most prevalent along tracks
and rides and in areas where past management of the tree canopy has taken place. See Appendix J for a
full Ecological Survey.
2.2.4c) Cultural Heritage
There are no known archaeological features/ruins on the site.
In terms of living archaeology there is evidence that the two southern boundaries have been
managed as hedgerows in the past, though there is not any evidence of previous laying, we intend to lay
and infill along these boundaries as we instate the coppice cycle.
There are no ancient trees on the site, however there are half a dozen or so large ash trees

which, if they do not succumb to chalara fraxinea have the potential to grow on and reach this status.
Should they remain in a healthy state, we intend to keep them and to open up the canopy around them,
in order to preserve them for future generations, and for amenity value.
2.2.4d) Existing Buildings
There are no existing buildings on site, however we do own a shipping container which is used to store
forestry tools and is temporarily located near the southern entrance.
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2.2.4e) Landscape of Site and Immediate Vicinity
The site is a small parcel of woodland (and helps to form part of a larger woodland,), it lies towards the
bottom of a gently sloping section of the Teifi valley, and borders the village of Cenarth, as illustrated by
figure 2.2.4e (i), which is a birds eye view showing the wider geographical context looking south
towards our land with Cenarth in the foreground. As can be seen from this image, the site is very typical
of the area which is largely a mosaic of fields and copses/small woodlands which cover the undulating
valleys and hills of the area. As can also be seen from the image there are scatterings of small
developments, and outside of the villages themselves these are largely farms and smallholdings.
The site is visible from two vantage points, as indicated by A and B on the image, the following
figures show the current views from these locations:

Fig 2.2.4e(i) Birds eye view from above Cenarth looking south towards the land
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Fig 2.2.4e(ii) View from point A; halfway along the lane running to the south of FlatWood, looking

North. Eye height in this image is slighter higher than if stood on the road, as the view is largely
obscured by the hedge.

Fig 2.2.4e(iii) View from field gate 30 yards downhill of point A
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Fig 2.2.4e(iv) Street view image of the view from the A484, point B

Fig 2.2.4e(iv) Current view of our gateway, the tractor and grader are temporarily parked here for

security reasons because a tree from the bank opposite fell and crushed the pedestrian gate, the container
is temporary to the site and is has initially been positioned here, largely because this is as far as the hi-ab
on the delivery lorry could reach, and will be moved to the centre of the site once the main works
begin, it is used as a store and office. Also the gate will be set back by 2m, and the entrance widened.
2.2.4f) Past and Present Land Use
Forestry/Amenity woodland.
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2.2.4g) Statutory Designations
There are no statutory designations on the land.
2.2.4h) Existing Transport
Currently we visit the site most days, sometimes multiple times per day, as we are just setting up to work
there. We drive each time, and at least once a week with a trailer full of manure from out horses. We
also currently use vehicles and our tractor to move things about on the land, as we've not put in
infrastructure for the horses yet, once we have this infrastructure in place the bulk of materials handling
and transport around the site will be done with a horse and cart.
2.2.4j) LANDMAP Analysis
Geological Landscape
Aspect Area Code: CRMRTGL135
Aspect Area Classification: Lowland hills and valleys/Lowland glacial and fluvioglacial depositional
terrain/Other (Level 3)
Evaluation Value: High (Part of the classic Teifi river system showing features related to ice-sheet
diversion)
Landscape Habitats
Aspect Area Code: CRMRTLH078
Aspect Area Classification: Dry (Relatively) Terrestrial Habitats/Woodland & Scrub/Mosaic (Level 3)
Evaluation Value: High
Visual and Sensory
Aspect Area Code: CRMRTVS354
Aspect Area Classification: Lowland/Rolling Lowland/Mosaic Rolling Lowland (Level 3)
Evaluation Value: High
Historic Landscape

Aspect Area Code: CRMRTHL42456
Aspect Area Classification: Rural environment/Agricultural/Irregular Fieldscapes (Level 3)
Evaluation Value: High (High - This area scores highly in most categories but its potential and rarity
scores are moderate. It is a typical example of a Carmarthenshire agricultural landscape.)
Cultural Landscape
Aspect Area Code: CRMRTCL061
Aspect Area Classification: Influences/Material expressions/Rural/Other Rural (specify) (Level 4)
Evaluation Value: High
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2.3 Design/Strategy
Our intention with the land at Flat Wood is to carefully create and maintain the infrastructure required
to sustain us on that land, and to get as close to directly self-sufficient as is practically possible. We have
designed the basics of a system which we have been working towards for some time now, which will
allow us to grow our own food, produce all the raw material required for our craft based business, and
sustain itself as a working holding with very minimal fossil fuel inputs.
The beauty of designing a working holding in woodland is that there is an abundance of fuel and
building materials available, which are of course two major fundamentals to basic survival; as they are
harvested and the landscape developed and managed, they grow back, and it is this reason why we have
always been drawn towards woodlands and have, for the past 10 years, made our home in them.
These are our core working principles:
•

The horse is central to everything; horses have a unique ability to turn vegetation into
power, and all holdings require power, especially one that needs to move oak trees about; so all
our infrastructure has been designed to be horse friendly.

•

Use everything; modern forestry tends to be very wasteful (it doesn’t have the time not to be),
but everything is based on scale and our holding is a smallholding and as such will be run more
like the traditional woodlands of 100+ years ago, a more intensive system where nothing is
wasted. Back then it was the market forces that drove these practices through the appetite for
craftwork from the local rural and agricultural communities, and though that also applies to us
too in the form of the tourist industry, the advantage of living on site is that a lot of the by
products from our forestry and carpentry work (woodchip, dust, shavings etc) go back into the
system as animal bedding, fuel for heating, and eventually compost which then grows our food,
we already produce a great quantity of compost.

•

Bring in the light; Plants need light to grow, and most native trees grow back when you cut
them down, so don’t be shy about it, and cut down plenty and often but use it wisely, trees
grow back more vigorously if they are exposed to high light levels, as such all our coppice coups
are ¾ acre+ in size, meaning we will cut at least this size area every year.

Around these we have designed our plan which includes the following land uses (see fig 2.3a):
•

Section 7: 2.84ha (6.82 acres) Mid rotation high forest (mature trees, tree canopy at maximum
height, timber selectively felled as required)

•

Section 6: 0.69ha (1.66 acres) Mid rotation high forest/Wood-Pasture (Tree canopy

maintained at maximum height, but slightly heavier thinning and ground cover managed for
grazing, horses, sheep, goats and pigs in rotation)
•

Sections 1-5: 1.89ha (4.54 acres) Short rotation coppice
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Figure 2.3a Land use map of Flat Wood, showing the different woodland compartments
These land uses have been designed partly around the timber which is currently growing in these areas,
partly for aspect, and also partly to reduce visual impact.
•

Compartment 6, The high forest mainly to the north and east, helps to screen us from our
neighbouring dwellings at Forest Lodge and Yet Farm, and also blends the tree canopy back in
to fit in with the adjoining woodland to the east.

•

Compartments 1-5, short rotation coppice, have been sited to the south partly because these
areas appear to have been felled more recently (25/30 years ago), are lower grade timber, and
also because they will receive more sunlight being along the southern part and will not be
overshadowed by higher forest.

•

Compartment 7, high forest/wood pasture, is sited adjacent to the coppice coups to encourage
sunlight to hit the woodland floor and thus generate more favourable growing conditions for
grasses and other forage for stock.

* Please see appendices L and M for a copy of our felling and thinning licences from NRW
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Fig 2.3 b Current tree heights at Flat Wood, the high forest sections are 20 - 25m tall, viewed from the

southwest

Fig 2.3c How the relative tree heights change (and hence visual impact) each year as each coppice coup

is cut, view is from the southwest. Clockwise from top left: Year 1,2,4,6,5,3.
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Infrastructure/Works Required and its Role (broadly in order of construction):
•

Set back entrance gate by 2m and widen entrance

•

Extra Track: Appropriately 200m
◦ Added as required

•

Feed Store (And initial temporary accommodation): 120m2
◦ A store for hay, and other foodstuffs. Principally for the horses

•

Sawmill Shelter 58m2
◦ A shelter for the band sawmill we plan to purchase

•

Polytunnel: 50m2
◦ An extra growing space

•

Vegetable Plot: 100m2

•

Barn/Workshop: 267m2
◦ A large multifunctional space: For timber framing, timber processing, running courses and
an area for groundwork/training with the horses, also a clean finishing workshop for fine
woodworking, also lean to stores for sawn timber.

•

Livestock Shed: 24m2
◦ Somewhere to keep livestock if they require treatment, rest or shelter.

•

House: 191m2 Groundfloor, 78m2 First Floor
◦ Our Home, and with associated greenhouses, a growing space for exotics.

•

Forge/Metalshop, Root Cellar and Pottery: 52m2
◦ A separate metal workshop is required as timber and metalwork do not mix, especially with
regard to oak. To minimise fire risk it will be largely built of stone; and as such will be cool
and thermally stable so will incorporate a root store on the shadiest (northern) elevation.
This will also house a potting wheel and kiln for Lily’s planned pottery work.

•

Orchard: 0.06ha

◦ The orchard trees in this area will form standards as part of the short rotation coppice cycle,
and will be planted along the rides as well as a small central block, therefore it is not purely
orchard and as such is included in the short rotation coppice area as well. It may be that if it
grows well and we have sufficient demand for it we decide to grow willow varieties such as
osier or viminalis for basketry here, these will be harvested on a 1 year cycle and will
therefore make access for the annual fruit harvest much easier, so long as the willow is of
sufficient quality and height by then, if not we will graze here and make up the coppice area
elsewhere.
•

Forest Garden: 0.03ha
◦ A similar approach will be taken here, in that fruit bushes will be grown in amongst the
coppice in the shrub layer. Again, we plan to scatter fruiting plants along all the rides in the
whole of the coppice network, this will make harvesting easier, whilst promoting diversity
and will also help us to keep the rides clear by giving an extra incentive.

•

*Please see appendix A:02 for a drawn layout plan of these structures, and appendices B-I for
scale drawings of each structure.
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Fig 2.3.d Conceptual visualisation showing the house and growing area set in freshly cut coppice with

orchard (green) and forest garden (purple) highlighted. Sawmill shed can be seen in the background,
high forest/wood pasture to the top of the image.

Fig 2.3e Another view, also showing the density of the established coppice.
Labour
In terms of labour division many tasks are shared, but many are also clearly divided between us.
Currently Oli is more land based than Lily, but the plan is for this to change as our site is developed, and
ultimately will be split 50/50. Work with the horses is split equally, both in terms of training, mucking
out, decision making and purchases of food and bedding. Other livestock tasks are also equally split;
including feeding, general management, shearing, slaughtering and processing.
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3. Business and Improvement Plan
3.1 Land Based Activity
3.1.1 Food: Objectives
We have a lot of infrastructure to put in, and a lot of timber to fell, in order to get our business properly
up and running; which will take a good portion of the first five years and as such our initial food needs
met directly from the land will come in the form of meat. The added benefit of this is that the livestock
can help to clear bramble and understory where we require it. Once on site we initially intend to keep:
•

2 Pigs

•

2 Goats (for milking, offspring for meat)

•

6 Geese

•

Chickens (laying and table birds)

•

Ducks (laying and table birds)

Some sheep, and potentially a cow will be introduced once the other livestock have sufficiently
prepared the ground.
That said, work will begin on the vegetable plot and polytunnel as soon as is practicable (i.e. once
coppicing has started and the light let in), which in reality will be spring 2020 at the earliest, in the mean
time any income earned from craft work will go towards vegetable and processed dairy produce such as
butter and cheese.
•

•

Please See Appendix K for a vegetable, fruit and salad crop list.

Fig 3.1.1a Two Jacob sheep we kept recently that ran with the horses, bartered for firewood in March

2018 and harvested March 2019 producing roughly 40kg of meat between them, one crop of wool and
two fleeces.
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Current Division of Foodstuffs (Data from April 2018-19):
Food Type

Produced by us

(equivalent monetary value given)

Purchased

Total

Hogget and Mutton

£350.00

£0.00

£350.00

Bacon and Sausages

£0.00

£260.00

£260.00

Other Meat

£0.00

£520.00

£520.00

Fish

£0.00

£156.00

£156.00

Fruit

£0.00

£1,040.00

£1,040.00

Vegetables and Salad

£0.00

£780.00

£780.00

Dairy

£0.00

£780.00

£780.00

Bread, Biscuits and Cakes

£0.00

£260.00

£260.00

Grain mill products

£0.00

£208.00

£208.00

Cereals, Pastas, rice etc

£0.00

£156.00

£156.00

Others: Preserves, Herbs etc

£0.00

£260.00

£260.00

£350.00

£4,420.00

£4,770.00

Total
Percentage produced directly by us

7%

Amount purchased using income from
land based enterprise (estimate)

£1473.33

Percentage purchased using income

from land based enterprise (estimate)

31%

Weekly Food Cost

•
•

£91.73

During the period April 2018-19 we produced a total of 7% of our food directly from the land, and
half of our purchased food was paid for by funds earned from land based enterprise.
During this period we paid for about 1/3 of our purchased food using income from land based
business.

Costs involved in producing food
Meat production costs

£66.80*

Total

£66.80

*Purchase of sheep shears and wormer, financial cost picked up by income from land based enterprise
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Prospective division of foodstuffs in 5 years time (2023/24):

Food Type

Produced by us

(equivalent monetary value given)

Purchased

Total

Hogget and Mutton

£385.00

£0.00

£385.00

Bacon and Sausages

£286.00

£0.00

£286.00

Other Meat

£457.60

£114.40

£572.00

£0.00

£171.60

£171.60

Fruit

£572.00

£572.00

£1,144.00

Vegetables and Salad

£429.00

£429.00

£858.00

Dairy

£429.00

£429.00

£858.00

Bread, Biscuits and Cakes

£0.00

£286.00

£286.00

Grain mill products

£0.00

£228.80

£228.80

Cereals, Pastas, rice etc

£0.00

£171.60

£171.60

£228.80

£57.20

£286.00

£2,787.40

£2,459.60

£5,247.00

Fish

Others: Preserves, Herbs etc
Total
Percentage produced directly by us

53%

Amount purchased using income from
land based enterprise

£1229.80

Percentage purchased using income
from land based enterprise

23%

Weekly Food Cost

•
•
•

£100.90

It is predicted that our basic food needs will go up by a maximum of 10% in 5 years as Poppy grows
older.
We predict that we can produce 53% of our food directly from the land within 5 years of planning
permission being granted.
We predict that we will purchase 23% of our food using income generated from our woodland
business.
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There will inevitably be costs involved in rearing stock and growing fruit and vegetables, and these are
predicted in the following table:

Costs involved in producing food
2023/24

Meat production costs
Seeds

£225.60
£75.00

Potting compost

£100.00

Pots and other artefacts

£75.00

Plants

£100.00

Total

£575.60

These costs will be met by income generated from our land.
Essential Criteria – Food
The essential criteria are that:
•

The minimum food needs of all households are met from produce grown and / or reared on the
site or purchased using income derived from other products grown and reared on the site.
•

We will provide 53% of our food directly from the site within 5 years

•

We will purchase 23% of our food with income generated from our land based
business.
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3.1.2 Income

3.1.2.1 Minimum Needs
Our minimum financial needs, as defined in TAN6 3.27 are:

Our Current Basic Minimum Financial Needs 2018/19
Clothes
Footwear; Oli
and Lily
Footwear;
Poppy
Clothes; Oli and
Lily
Clothes; Poppy

Total
Grand Total

Travel
Oli's Vehicle
£300.00 Maintenance
£20.00 Oli's Vehicle Tax
Oli's Vehicle
£200.00 Insurance
Oli's Current
£75.00 Minimum Mileage

£595.00

IT/Communication
£500.00 Internet

Council Tax

Band
£360.00 D

£267.72 Oli Mobile

£240.00

Lily
£400.00 Mobile

£240.00

Food

Purchases
£1,092.09 (93%)
Producti
on costs

£4,420.00
£66.80

£870.24

Lily's Vehicle
Maintenance

£300.00

Lily's Vehicle Tax

£120.00

Lily's Vehicle
Insurance

£360.00

Lily's Current
Minimum Mileage

£478.63
£3,296.60

£10,310.49
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£840.00

£1,092.09

£4,486.80

3.1.2.2 Minimum Income 5 Year Projection/Objectives

Our Projected Basic Minimum Financial Needs 2023/24
Clothes
Footwear; Oli
and Lily

Travel
Oli's Vehicle
£300.00 Maintenance

Footwear;
Poppy

£40.00 Oli's Vehicle Tax

Clothes; Oli and
Lily
Clothes; Poppy

Oli's Vehicle
£200.00 Insurance
Oli's Current
£75.00 Minimum Mileage

£615.00

Grand Total

•

Council Tax

Food

£250.00 Internet

Band
23% Food
£156.00 B
£1,234.86 purchases

£240.00 Oli Mobile

£120.00

£400.00 Lily Mobile

£120.00

Production
costs

£300.00

Lily's Vehicle Tax

£120.00

Lily's Vehicle
Insurance

£360.00

£1,939.78

£396.00

£1,234.86

The two main predicted savings we will make if our OPD application is successful are on:
Food:
•

•

£575.00

£95.73

£5,990.44

•

£1,229.80

£174.05

Lily's Vehicle
Maintenance

Lily's Current
Minimum Mileage
Total

IT/Communication

Should we hit our targets our food bill will reduce by 60%.

Travel
• By living, and having the horses and other livestock on site, means 80% less
essential road miles for us, also; reduced vehicle usage mean reduced
maintenance costs and therefore a reduced carbon footprint.
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£1,804.80

3.2. Land Based Businesses

Oliver Weight-London
Weight-London Woodwork
www.oliverweight.co.uk
@weightlondon

Fig 3.2.3a A Yurt Hoop in glue-up in the shop, made from Ash felled, extracted by horse, milled on

site and seasoned by us, from a woodland we managed.
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Oli is currently trading as Weight-London Woodcraft and produces the following products, working
mainly to commission:
Recent Regular Products (last 3 years or so),
which will continue from FlatWood:

Services offered:

•

Chairs

•

Green Woodwork Courses

•

Timber Framed Buildings

•

Tree felling and woodland work

•

Beds

•

General carpentry and joinery

•

Pole lathes for spindle and bowl turning

•

Timber framing carpentry and joinery

•

Shaving horses

•

Timber frame building design

•

Bowl turning hook tools

•

Chainsaw milling

•

Stools and other greenwood furniture

•

Yurts and Shepherds Huts

•

Doors and window frames

•

Hand dovetailed drawers and Houseetwork

•

Willow corn dollies and baskets (Lily)

•

Wooden bowls

•

Firewood and Charcoal

•

Branch logs (a kind of kindling type product)

•

Sawn timber

Fig 3.2.3b and c) A super king size bed and drawer set also made from our ash, total cost £2,400.00.
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Fig 3.2.3d. A more freeform bed, £1500.00

Fig 3.2.3e. Hazelbury chair £1200

Fig 3.2.3f. Moses basket by Lily

Fig 3.2.3.g Willow corn dollies
by Lily

Fig 3.2.3.h Another ‘Hazelbury Chair’, Oli’s design based on a
Welsh stick chair and American comb back.
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Fig 3.2.3i. 3D Model of a timber framed barn designed for a client by Oli.

Fig 3.2.3j. The partly finished frame minus the lean to, this is the only product made in the last 10 years

that does not involve our timber, though it was felled by a friend and extracted with his horses. Should
we be granted permission to run our business from FlatWood, this is the kind of thing we can create
with our timber.
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Fig 3.2.3k One of the three ‘sling-brace’ frames being scribed in the workshop

Fig 3.2.3l The same frame being raised on site, just 8 miles down the road from the workshop
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Fig 3.2.3m&n Charcoal

burning in the woods to
produce BBQ and forge
charcoal

Fig 3.2.3 o (above) Training Tilly
to log

Fig 3.2.3 p,q,r, s (right and below)
Extracting timber for craft work
with Hamish
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Fig 3.2.3 r A pole lathe making, and bowl turning course run by Oli. Our barn/workshop will have a

similar aesthetic being timber framed, with a clear roof and open sided.

Fig 3.2.3 s The results of an intensive 9 day chair making course.
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Following a successful planning application, it is likely the business will be revamped to reflect its new
location, and be known and advertised as FlatWood, and begin to incorporate more of Lily’s crafts.
Future Products and services offered from FlatWood in the next 5 years:
Products

Services

•

All of the above, also:

•

All of the above, courses run on site, also:

•

Hewn, and hand planed oak beams and
gateposts

•

Horse logging and farm work e.g. harrowing

•

Garden furniture and structures

•

Craft courses, eg willow, pottery (Lily)

•

Oak gates

•

Smallholding family days for the tourist
market (Lily)

•

Cleft oak for restoration work

•

Round poles for restoration work and other

•

Outdoor and wood-fired cooking
courses/experience days, cooking with food
from the land (Lily)

applications e.g. tipi's
•

Sawn and/or hewn oak curves for
boatbuilding

•

Woodchip

•

Sussex Pimps (a traditional kindling product)

Non- wood products:
•

Sheep fleeces

•

Sheep wool and woollen products e.g. felting
and weaving (Lily)

•

Horse manure

•

Clay oven making (Lily) – this is something
we have done a lot of in the past as well

•

Fired pottery using our own clay (Lily)

To date all of the products made by Weight-London Woodcraft have used timber from our woodlands,
with the exception of the large timber framed barn shown on the previous pages. All of the prospective
products detailed in the previous table reflect the timber types and quality growing at FlatWood, the
new services we plan to offer locally are facilitated by the infrastructure required to run the site and the
skills possessed by the people working it, they are largely all high end products and as such should
hopefully yield reasonable financial reward, and be able to sustain our family.
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3.2.3.1 Business Plan – Past income (Oli)
2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

Turnover

£29,168.66

£23,936.14

£26,773.26

£25,306.24

Turnover from land based

£16,746.00

£19,667.00

£22,559.00

£21,531.00

57%*

82%

85%

85%

Vehicle Expenses (70%)

£2,149.97

£2,325.62

£2,541.05

£1,977.52

Phone (70%)

£548.84

£502.92

£639.21

£408.72

Interest and bank charges (70%)

£183.70

£325.14

£613.54

£193.76

Public Liability insurance

£492.56

£417.59

£791.03

£382.28

Workshop Rent

£7,050.00

£4,200.00

£4,200.00

£3,480.00

Loan Repayments

£1,680.00

£3,103.12

£2,693.87

£2,134.68

Tools, fixings, consumables etc

£6,116.24

£5,086.24

£13,373.11

£6,182.77

Sub contracting

£1,060.00

£600.00

£2,850.00

£3,601.80

Total Outgoings

£19,281.30

£16,560.63

£19,881.80

£18,361.53

Profit

£9,887.36

£7,375.51

£6,891.46

£6,944.71

craft/work
Percentage earned from land
based livelihood
Costs:

* It is worth noting that this figure is much less in 2017/18 due to the large timber barn Oli was building
at this time, had the timber used for this project been grown on our land (as is possible at FlatWood) the
percentage of earnings from land based enterprise would have risen to £26,746 or 92% of total income.
Furthermore if a similar project was run from FlatWood, the £7,050 spent on workshop rent during
this time, would have gone back into the business, making the annual accounts significantly more
healthy.
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3.2.3.2 Business Plan – Product Breakdown - Current Products (priced as if run from FlatWood)
Product

Description

Price

Production cost Relation to Site

Hazelbury
Chair

Oli's design based
on a cross between

£700.00
(plan to

Very little, a
maximum of £5

excluding labour

a Welsh stick chair increase to
and an American
£950 to
comb-back windsor allow more
time for
finishing)
Timber
framed

Oak or softwood
framed

structures

buildings/structures,
traditionally jointed
using
treenails/wedges etc

Time

100% grown and made on site 6 days

for
glue/oil/finishing
wax etc, timber
conversion and
seasoning
(£15/chair)

£150/day + Very little at flat
timber cost wood, main cost
in the past has
been for workshop
rent, jobs only
possible once barn

Can be made 100% form
timber on site, we only have

2hrs/joi
nt

3.53ha (8.5 acres) of Oak
woodland, so there wont be
many big barns, but
Houses/car ports/posh sheds

construction is
etc there is at least enough
complete.
timber for one or two/year for
£20/day for
the nest 25 years)
consumables and
tool upkeep. Main
cost in future
would be in
timber conversion
(estimated at £3050/beam)
Beds

Made from Ash,
£1,200though many other £2,500
timbers can be used

Timber
conversion and
seasoning (est at
£50-60/bed)

100% grown and made on site 6-13
days

Shaving

A green woodwork £150 -

Timber

100% made from timber

1-2

Horses

tool, product
popular with
newcomers to the
craft

£350

conversion £10

grown on site, and made on
site, quick to make, no
seasoning required

days

Pole lathes

Green woodwork
tool, clients are

£350-£500 Timber
conversion £10,

100% made from timber
grown on site, and made on

2 – 2.5
days

generally hobbyists
and schools

ancillary materials site, except for a bit of string,
£10.
bungee and small bit of metal
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Bowl
turning

Tools for making
bowls on a pole

tools

lathe

Stools

3 legged milking
stool/side table

Yurt frames Traditional
movable shelter

£150/set

Steel £7.80/set

Made on site using charcoal
made on site from coppice

1 day
/set

timber, forge blower and
grinder run off solar
£150

£2 finishing
products

£150/day + 6% ancillary
timber cost materials, cord,

100% grown and made on site 1 day
100% grown and made on site 1525days

wire rope, hinges
Doors and

£150 -

5-20% ancilliary

Timber element 100% grown

window
frames

£750

materials i.e.
and made on site
ironmongery, glass

1-5days

etc
Dovetailed
drawers
Willow

Traditional

£150 £300

10% timber
construction

100% grown and made on site 1-2days

£15-£25

1% consumables

100% grown and made on site 12-

corn dollies decoration
Wooden

Turned on a pole

Bowls

lathe

Firewood

Seasoned split logs

Charcoal

Branch
Logs

Sawn
timber

20/day
£20-£75

1% finishing oil

£100/m3

3% fuel and chain 100% grown, processed and
oil costs
seasoned on site

0.5 days
/load

Coppice timber
£2/kg
'cooked' in a kiln,
reduced to its
carbon skeleton and
sold for BBQ
market

3% fuel and chain 100% grown and made on site,
oil costs
this also creates two valuable
by-products; 1/2” charcoal
used in Oli's forge, and biochar
used as a soil improver and slug
repellant.

1day
/100kg
(300kgs/
burn)

A type of
£100/m3
kindling/wood fuel

2% tractor
fuel/maintenance

100% grown, processed and
seasoned on site

200m3
/day

made from branch
and coppice timber

costs

Most of our timber £25-£35
is used in on-site
/ft3
construction, or
craft work, but

3% Timber
conversion costs

100% grown, processed and
seasoned on site

1ft3/ho
ur,
includin
g felling

occasionally small
quantities are sold
to customers

100% grown and made on site 1-8/day

and
extracti
on
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Green

Description

Price

Production cost Relation to Site

Time

Pole lathe

Make a lathe for

£500pp, 4

£75pp

Run on site using timber

4days

course

turning bowls and
learn to turn

on course

grown on site

course,
3 days

woodwork

excluding labour

courses*:

prep
Stool
making

Make a 3 legged
stool

£200pp, 4
on course

£50pp

Run on site using timber
grown on site

2 day
course

Chair
making

Make a Hazelbury
chair

£700pp, 4
on course

£100pp

Run on site using timber
grown on site

9 day
course
/1.5 day
prep

* One of each course will run during the summer, in the barn once it is built, Pole lathe courses may
begin before then.
3.2.3.2 Business Plan – Product Breakdown - Potential Future Products
These are products it is possible for us to make using the resources at FlatWood, these have not been
offered in the past due mainly to the lack of Oak and durable softwood species within the woodlands we
have managed, however it is possible for us to still offer the products in the previous table as luckily we
still have plenty of Ash trees growing on site, and also oak can be used instead of ash for many of the
products as it is long grained and cleaves well.
Product

Description

Price

Production cost

Relation to Site

Time

Hewn and

A niche but very

£765/m3

£62.50/m3

100% grown and made on

1 day

for the
timber +

machining cost if a site, aimed at a local market
sawn and planed

/average
beam,

builders doing
labour for
restoration work on finishing

beam.

not inc
felling +

traditional welsh
cottages and
farmhouses, e.g.
mantle piece, lintel

£0, other than
time, If axe hewn

extracti
on

hand planed high value product
Oak beams aimed at local
and Gate
Posts

excluding labour

or feature beam.
Also to private and
professional
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customers for a
bespoke job

Garden
Furniture

Also small garden
structures, for the

£150/day + Machining cost for 100% grown and made on site 1-10
timber cost sawn timber
days

local market, rustic,
usually using

estimated at
£62.50/m3, time

lower/fencing grade
oak, could also
incorporate
weaving and living
willow work

and labour only for
cleft/hewn

Cleft Oak

Field, garden and

£150/day + Ironmongery,

Gates

ornamental gates

timber cost

£50-£300

£765/m3
for the
timber +
labour for
finishing

Time and labour
only

100% grown and made on site N/A

Small diameter long £6/m

Time and labour

100% grown and made on site 50m

peeled poles for
restoration/natural
building/ tipi's etc

only

Cleft Oak Fencing, rafters,
for Building framing pegs etc
Restoration
, and other
cleft Oak
Products
Poles

Bespoke
Sawn, cleft or hewn
Oak Curves and aimed at boat
builders and timber
framers

£765/m3
for the
timber +
labour for
finishing

100% grown and made on site 1-7 days

running
length/d
ay

Machining cost for 100% grown and made on site 1-5hrs
sawn timber
/ft3
estimated at
£62.50/m3, time
and labour only for
cleft/hewn

Woodchip

Made from offcuts, £70/ton
slab wood, branch
wood etc, also
woodchip activated
with horse urine for

7% Machining cost 100% grown and processed
on site

5hrs/ton

0.5% cost for
binding string

3hrs

horticulturists
Sussex
Pimps and

A traditional high
end kindling

£35each
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100% grown and processed
on site

Faggots

product, historically
using birch brash
(which we have
growing in our
coppice coups, and
coppices well).

Non –
Timber

Description

Price

Production cost

Relation to Site

Time

100% grown on site,

3hrs/

processed locally

fleece

excluding labour

Products
Sheep

An extra product

£90 -£150 £60-£80

Fleeces

from our Jacob
each
sheep, tanned at the
Welsh Organic
Tannery in
Whitland

Sheep wool Felted and woven
and woven products
products
Horse
manure

£5-£100

Occasional well
£2/
rotted manure for
feed sack
local
gardeners/gorwerrs,

Negligible

100% grown and made on site 1hr1day

By-Products

100% grown and made on site 10
minutes

if we feel we have
surplus
Clay Ovens Wood fired
pizza/bread ovens,
potentially with
base and shelter
made from out
timber

£800£1500

£60 sharp sand and Made off site but locally,
straw
using clay dug from our land
£0-£100 fire
bricks
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2-10
days

3.2.3.1 Business Plan – Land based enterprise forecast
Please see page 44 for a detailed breakdown of our turnover forecast, the following table is a summary:
Current
2018/19
Craft Total
Other Total
Courses
Total

Estimated
Turnover

Year 1

2019/20

Year 2

2020/21

Year 3

2021/22

Year 4

2022/23

Year 5

2023/24

£2,955.00

£2,720.00

£2,310.00

£2,533.00

£16,180.80

£18,588.15

£330.00

£200.00

£450.00

£450.00

£450.00

£880.00

£5,425.00

£0.00

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

£5,800.00

£5,800.00

£8,710.00

£2,920.00

£4,760.00

£4,983.00 £22,430.80 £25,268.15

* It is predicted that by year 4/5 the barn will be built therefore opening up a space for timber framing
and finer woodwork courses.
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Craft Products

Craft Total
Other
Products

Other Total
Courses
Total
Estimated
Turnover

Current
2018/19

£2,955.00

£330.00
£5,425.00

£8,710.00

Year 2
2020/21
Product

Year 3
2021/22
Product

£950.00 Chair

Product
£950.00 Chair

£600.00 Stool x 4
£760.00 Bowl Tools

Year 1
2019/20
£1,520.00 Bowl Hooks

£600.00 Stool x 4
£760.00 Bowl Tools

£70.00 Pimps
4 x Green Oak
£153.00 Curves

£25,268.15

£250.00
£200.00
£180.00
£880.00
£5,800.00

Product

Small

Total
Full Program

Fleeces

£250.00 Sawn Timber
Seasoned
Timber
Firewood

£483.60 d Beams
£70.00 Pimps
4 x Green Oak
£153.00 Curves
£18,588.15 Total

Small
Hewn/Plane

£600.00 Stool x 4
£760.00 Bowl Tools

£91.80 Furniture

0.25m3
Timber for
Garden

Garden
£750.00 Furniture

£4,500.00 Timber
10.4m3
Timber for
£7,956.00 Frame
£1,900.00 Chair X 2
Gate Set
£750.00 Labour
Timber for
£573.75 Gate set

Year 4
Year 5
2022/23
Product
2023/24
Small Timber
£4,500.00 Frame Labour
10.4m3
Timber for
£7,956.00 Frame
£1,900.00 Chair X 2

£600.00 Stool x 4

£760.00 Bowl Tools
Small
Hewn/Planed
£241.80 Beam

£70.00 Pimps
4 x Green Oak
£153.00 Curves

£16,180.80 Total

£250.00 Sawn Timber

£2,533.00 Total
£250.00 Sawn Timber

£2,310.00 Total
£250.00 Sawn Timber

£200.00 Firewood

£22,430.80

£450.00 Total
£5,800.00 Full Program

£200.00 Firewood

£4,983.00

£450.00 Total
£2,000.00 Bowl Course

£200.00 Firewood

£450.00 Total
£2,000.00 Bowl Course

£4,760.00
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£1,200.00 T&K Bench

£2,720.00 Total
£200.00 Firewood

£200.00 Total
£0.00 Total

£2,920.00

Table 3.2.3.1 Five Year Turnover Forecast

3.2.3.2 Land Based Activity Criteria - Business Plan – Essential criteria
•

The basic domestic needs of all households are met from income derived from produce grown
and reared on the site, including processing and adding value, and other income streams derived
from the productive and regenerative capacity of the site, such as from training and education
courses, or consultancy directly linked to land based activities on the site. These latter activities
should be clearly subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and rearing produce.
•

Our grown products are largely all timber based and will add value through
craftsmanship, we will run a small subsidiary program of green woodwork
courses which we believe are an important way to sustain our craft.
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3.2.4 – Occupants
Essential Criteria:
•

The number of occupants is directly related to the ability of the site to support their minimum
food and income needs and the number of people needed to run the site effectively.

Our woodland smallholding at FlatWood has been designed to support the minimum needs of our
family; Oli, Lily and Poppy as detailed earlier in this chapter, the land itself was chosen and reflects this
in terms of:
•

It's size, shape and the timber growing there; this all suits us in terms of our labour capacity (the
division of which is outlined in the next table), the horses capacity (and ours as handlers) to
move the timber and other materials easily around the site, and our skill set as craftspeople.

•

Location, and access to markets; both tourist and local

•

Aspect; the ability for us to be able to grow our food there (note part of this is defined by the
design and location of our woodland management plan/land use boundaries).

It therefore has also been designed to be run by us, in order to support us.
We are as passionate about education and the preservation of our lifestyle and craft as we are about the
work itself, and we would therefore like to at some point (and this may well fall within the initial five
year monitoring period) like to appoint an apprentice. This would both help us with the labour effort
involved in building and running the holding, and provide essential and unique experience to the right
person. We would not be undertaking such an adventure if it were not for our apprenticeship at the
exceptional 'Cherry Wood Project' located outside Bath. We have had a part-time apprentice before,
Archie Vick, who is now an excellent craftsman and teacher in his own right, and is currently training
with the Royal Estate furthering his knowledge and skills in the field of traditional carpentry and
building techniques.
Should we appoint another apprentice we would want them to live with us on the holding, in
temporary accommodation, most likely a yurt, and become an intrinsic part of the holding itself. We
feel that the extra food and income required to support such an endeavour would easily be offset by the
extra labour offered in return. Obviously the post would only be offered to an exceptional candidate,
and we would expect them to commit fully to the project for at least a year, and ideally 2 or 3. As we
would only take someone on under the right circumstances we do not feel the need to outline in detail
here how we would support an extra person, but if the opportunity arose we would update the figures
in our monitoring regime and seek the appropriate permission. Such a candidate would be fed, and
accommodated by the holding and would be offered some financial reward for their efforts, or else
funding sought from an appropriate charitable body/trust, but essentially the post would be described as
voluntary as we do not feel that we have the financial capacity to employ someone, though if the project
is a success that may well be possible in the future.
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Initial Division of Labour required to run the holding: Year 1-3:
Task

Hours/Annum

Appointed to

Woodland management (tree felling, horse logging, planting, layering,
processing etc)

640

70/30 Oli/Lily

Rearing/managing stock

182

70/30 Oli/Lily

Growing Vegetables and Fruit

416

70/30 Lily/Oli

Horse Care

182

50/50

Building Infrastructure

1664

90/10 Oli/Lily

Maintaining Infrastructure

52

90/10 Oli/Lily

Craft Work

120

90/10 Oli/Lily

Courses

50

90/10 Oli/Lily

Total

3306

Oli

2546

77%

Lily

760

23%

Task

Hours/Annum

Appointed to

Woodland management (tree felling, horse logging, planting, layering,
processing etc)

640

60/40 Oli/Lily

Rearing/managing stock

182

70/30 Oli/Lily

Growing Vegetables and Fruit

832

70/30 Lily/Oli

Horse Care

182

50/50

Building Infrastructure

416

70/30 Oli/Lily

Maintaining Infrastructure

104

70/30 Oli/Lily

Craft Work

440

90/10 Oli/Lily

Courses

156

90/10 Oli/Lily

Total

2952

Oli

2096

71%

Lily

856

29%

Division of Labour required to run the holding: Year 4 and 5:
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3.3. Land Management

Fig 3.3.1 a Coppice restoration in progress at Cherry Wood, the aim for the number of standard trees

in a coppice is 6/acre and is illustrated well in this picture, here it clearly illustrates just how much light is
let in each time the coppice is cut, this light will reach the woodland floor promoting an abundance wild
flowers and other ground flora and the fauna they support.

3.3.1 Objectives
We have designed a woodland management plan for FlatWood structured around sustainability and
enhancement over time of both ecology and production and based on our knowledge and past
experience of managing other woodlands. We see ourselves, as well as the livestock and plants we plan
to introduce, as an intrinsic part of an ecological sub-system, which in turn is part of the wider ecology
of the local area.
Our woodland management practices will increase diversity and structure of the ecology as we gradually
manipulate the ecosystem we have inherited by developing the vertical structure of the tree canopy, and
ultimately allowing light to reach the woodland floor and stimulate the rich seed bank which lies
beneath.
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The introduction of the livestock we require to sustain ourselves will add to the system by increasing
diversity of grasses through the management of grazing under the tree canopy, and leaving areas of
foggage etc which are beneficial for insects and nesting birds, as well as also developing the soil health
through the introduction of their manure.
Our vegetable patches, forest gardens and orchards are also designed to work with, and to
enhance the ecology for example by planting open headed flowers throughout our gardens, and leaving
many fruit trees un-netted and growing enough surplus fruit to encourage birds to feed later in the
growing season.
The holding will be managed in line with organic principles.

Fig 3.3.1b Thinning in progress, Hazelbury Estate, Wiltshire, winter 2013
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3.3.2 Land Management: Biodiversity
The land is all woodland, and can be split into the following habitat sub-categories as outlined in the
following list, the list also details how these habitats will be developed as part of our land management
plan. Please refer again to figure 2.3a for a land use map showing the woodland compartments.
Please see section 2.2.5b in the baseline section for a brief description of the current
biodiversity, and appendix J for a detailed ecological survey.
•

Section 6 and 7
•

Mid-rotation High Forest, currently:
•
•
•
•

•

English Oak (Quercus robur) 40%, Ash (Fraxinus excelcior) 40%, Mixed Broadleaves
20%.
Undeveloped understorey consisting mainly of young Beech (Fagus sylvatica), Hazel

(Corylus avellana) and Holly (Ilex aquifolium).

Undeveloped ground flora consisting principly of Bramble (Rubus fruiticusus)
Other flora/fauna of note: Death Cap mushroom (Amanita Phalloidies)

Development
•

Section 6 – Aiming for high forest under CCF
•

•

Remaining as high forest, will be lightly thinned over time as product is required in line
with the thinning licence issued by NRW (appendix m), and in line with the practice
of 'continuous cover forestry' (CCF). CCF involves effectively replicating the natural
event of a tree falling in the woods, by clearing a small area around the size of a mature
crown, each time a tree is harvested. This means that everything in that area is
harvested as well, and therefore fits well with the many different product lines we have
and our need for various types and sizes of timber. It also means that a hole is punctured
in the mature canopy, and therefore the new tree growth within that area is pushed
straight up and it is possible to grow very high quality timber (I have seen some
remarkable young mature oak and ash trees now which might clear say 30 to 40'
without a side branch, grown using this technique. Under other forest management
styles it is often necessary to high prune these branches off as the tree grows, under
CCF, the surrounding canopy cuts out the light and prohibits this growth.)
The practice of CCF also suits us well as we have our horses for extraction, CCF is
known to complicate extraction techniques, however it is very well suited to horse
logging as the horses are highly manoeuvrable and can weave in and out of the
remaining standing trees whilst doing minimal damage to the delicate woodland soil

•

•

structure, ground flora and young trees.
CCF also promotes structural diversity in the tree canopy which creates a myriad of
varied habitats suited to many fauna types, for example offering vantage points for
raptors.
Restocking is primarily through natural regeneration; though some planting may take
place using trees propagated on site by us from seed/cuttings, and is likely to favour
Oak.
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Fig 3.3.2a Continuous cover forestry vs plantation clear cut, illustrating the diversity in canopy

structure and timber species.
•

Section 7 – Aiming for high forest via Wood-Pasture
•

•

This area will remain ultimately as high forest (in order to do so under forestry
guidelines the canopy must eventually be able to close up after trees are removed) as
detailed in our thinning licence, but with slightly larger gaps in the short term in order
to promote vegetation on the ground layer as much as possible, so as to enable us to
graze stock underneath. Regeneration of the tree canopy however will still be managed
and encouraged, but with greater intervention from us, for example newly planted trees
propagated from seed and cuttings on site, and any regeneration that occurs that we
wish to preserve will be encouraged and fenced individually from our livestock.
As previously mentioned, the extra light from the lower canopy of the adjacent short
rotation coppice coups will further promote this growth. This light will also promote
epicormic growth (side growth from dormant buds) on some of the oak trees, whilst
not always favourable as explained previously, this growth can produce a type of timber
known as 'Pippy Oak' which is highly prized by furniture makers. Our current harvest
of oak trees from this area are of ideal size to produce beams for on site construction
and sale, the oaks we grow on here we would aim to harvest in 50-70 years time and
will be of a size to be marketed as timber for furniture makers, this ‘pippy oak’ will add
diversity and value to the crop. These epicormic side branches also offer another habitat
type, for example producing cover for nesting birds and providing structure for spiders
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•

to attach their webs.
It is worth noting that as around 60% of the canopy in this section is formed of oak, that
we will need to take care to keep some of our livestock from consuming too many of
their acorns. We intend to follow an approach similar to the model used in the New
Forest in southern England of bringing in livestock which are at risk (principally our

•

horses), and giving free reign to pigs for a three to four weeks of the year to hoover up
the bulk of them.
The fact that this area will be managed with a very long term goal of returning to high
forest (I.e. 50+years or so), also fits in with our exit strategy as outlined in chapter 8.

Fig 3.3.2b Cows grazing, surprisingly dense, Oak woodland in Spain.
•

Section 1,2,3,4 and 5
•

Short Rotation Coppice, currently featuring:

•

Coup 1: Ash 30%, Sitka Spruce 20%, Goat Willow 20%, Beech 10%, Alder 10%, Birch
10%

•
•

•
•
•

Coup 2: Sitka Spruce 50%, Goat Willow 25%, Birch 25 %,

Coup 3: Goat Willow 30%, Ash 20%, Sitka Spruce 10%, Oak 10%, Beech 10%, Hazel
10%, Birch 10%
Coup 4: Goat Willow 30%, Ash 20%, Hazel 10%, Birch 20%, Sitka Spruce 10%, MB
10%.
Coup 5: Alder 30%, Grand Fir 20%, Goat Willow 30%, Larch 10%, Ash 10%

Development
•

All sections
•

One of each of these coups will be cut each year, producing a five-year rotation and
eventually a regular crop of useful material. This pattern of regular cutting is a
traditional type of woodland management and is largely responsible for the diverse flora
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and fauna of our native woodlands. It has in recent times been forgotten, as many of its
products have fallen out of commercial favour; sheep hurdles for example, as a general
rule, are now a garden feature rather than used for penning stock and as such demand
has fallen. That said, on a very small scale, there is a modern trend back towards
coppicing, now that its benefits to wildlife are better understood, it is a feature of many
wildlife trust woodlands for example. On such sites however it is often done purely for
conservation value and can be a time consuming and as such expensive practice, so
often utilizes the labour of volunteers. In the south east of England however where a
tradition for sweet chestnut coppicing is still strong, or in Hampshire or Dorset where
one might stumble across an in cycle hazel coppice, or even on the Somerset levels
where willow varieties are grown for their various qualities from weaving to cricket
bats, commercial coppicing can still be found. It is this commercial viability which
keeps these coppices in rotation, and therefore greatly reduces the labour involved in
harvesting, produces a high quality crop and therefore the habitats and their margins

•

which support a myriad of different species, butterflies and dormice being the classic
example.
Our coppice's will be viable for our smallholding in the first 10 years because they will
produce: all of the firewood and kindling to heat our dwelling, charcoal for cooking
and running our forge, all of our woodchip for animal bedding, woodchip for compost;
as well as: a small quantity of firewood to sell, a small quantity of charcoal to sell.

Fig 3.3.2c An excerpt from Oliver Rackham's essential read 'Woodlands' detailing the various methods

of promoting vegetative regrowth, all of which will be employed at FlatWood.
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Fig 3.3.2d A well known poster promoting and outlining the benefits of coppicing.
We have yet to experiment with the practice of 'shredding', this is something that was traditionally done
throughout Europe, though has largely died out, it is still practised in some parts of Eastern Europe and
in Spain and Portugal. It is used to provide a harvest of firewood and also animal fodder, which is what
particularly interests us, there are many young beech trees, principally in sections 6 and 7 which look
prime for this technique, as well as the side branches from our Pippy Oak trees, though we expect the
beech to be more popular as a fodder.
3.3.2 Land Management: Tree diseases, resilience to change
Diversity in structure and species increases the resilience of an ecosystem to change. The destructive
presence of chalara faxinea, or ‘ash dieback’, will need careful monitoring and management, it is
prevalent in the woodland with most young and young mature Ash trees showing signs of crown

dieback. We have experience of managing Ash woodlands, our preferred technique is to fell any
infected trees with a timber value before the timber spoils, and to carefully monitor any trees which
show resistance to the disease; these trees will then be used as seed trees, as Ash reproduces readily by
seed, and the woodland cleared around them in order to let enough light in to stimulate growth from
the seed bank and allow its seedlings to germinate and establish.
We have less experience in managing the various diseases that can affect Oak, such as Oak
processionary moth and phytophthora ramorum, and more research will need to be done for us to come
up with an appropriate strategy as the oak is our most valuable crop. We do have a small stand of young
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European Larch, which we intend to fell in the near future as these trees can be a carrier of
phytophthora ramorum, these larch trees will provide a useful crop of roundwood poles and will be used
in construction on the holding as they cannot be removed from the site as a condition of our felling
licence imposed by NRW. In the meantime, monitoring will continue. It should be noted that neither
of these pests or diseases have been recorded at FlatWood to date.
3.3.3. Land Management: Summary
Biodiversity
In terms of conservation of habitats, our management at FlatWood will preserve, develop and enhance
the ecology of the site as a whole. We will be bringing the overstood coppice in to rotation, and
through thinning and woodland grazing begin to add diversity to the tree structure and understorey
creating more varied habitats. Through our management we hope to entice species such as: the
European Nightjar which depends on open and mixed age woodland, and the Brown Hairstreak
butterfly also dependent on traditional woodland management techniques, as stated in the
Carmarthenshire local biodiversity action plan.
Cultural Heritage

Fig 3.3.3a (left) John Davis of Abercych turning a cream skimmer (photo courtesy of 'The Wooden

Bowl' by Robin Wood); and b (right) Oli turning a large Sycamore bowl, each on a traditional pole
lathe.

There are no historic buildings, or any evidence of any on the site. There is an extensive ditch network,
but it is not assumed to be of heritage value, but will of course be kept and maintained anyway as it still
very much has a function.
The main heritage feature is simply the woodland as a whole, and though our traditional
management techniques and craft we will be preserving the woodland as a working woodland. There is
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a strong tradition of local woodcraft, the coracles of the coracle fishermen in Cenarth used Willow and
Ash timber from local coppice woodlands to make their boats; and the wood turners at nearby Abercych
used sycamore and ash to make pole lathe turned bowls, spoons and tool handles for the local farming
and dairy industry. Through our teaching and craftwork we will help to preserve and promote this
important local craft.
Landscape
Please see section 2.2.5e for a baseline of the woodland in the wider landscape.
The sites designated for all of our buildings/infrastructure have been carefully chosen to be as sensitive as
possible to the aesthetics of the wider landscape and where possible the buildings have been pushed back
into the high forest, e.g. the barn, forge and livestock shed. Our homestead itself will be situated within
the coppice coups as we will require light for growing and for solar energy. These structures have all
been sympathetically designed to fit in with the local vernacular, whilst choosing relevant, ecologically
sound and affordable materials. They will be screened with planting, so will only be partly visible from
vantage point A as defined in Fig 2.2.5e (i and ii). Below is a stylised 3D image of how the holding will
look from this point, also there are stylised views from neighbouring properties outlining how the visual
impact will be very minimal.
Please see chapter 4, Zero-carbon buildings, and appendices B – I, for more detailed
information on the aesthetics of the buildings themselves.

Fig 3.3.3a Birds eye view of the overall holding, coup 1 has just been cut, coup5 at maximum height.
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Fig 3.3.3.b View from point A, halfway up the lane to the south of the land. Please refer to figure,

2.2.5.e(ii)

Fig 3.3.3.c View from the field gate below point A, see Fig 2.2.5e(iii) for current view.

Fig 3.3.3.c Prospective view from Yet Farm, illustrating how the buildings are hidden by the high

forest.
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Fig 3.3.3.d Prospective view from point B on the A484, please refer to Fig 2.2.5e(iv) for current view.

Fig 3.3.3.e Birds eye perspective showing how the views into the woodland from the dwellings at

Forest Lodge will not change. The block green colour indicates average tree height of the neighbouring
woodland here.

Fig 3.3.3.f Birds eye view from field opposite our main access gate
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Production
As we have outlined previously, production is intrinsically linked to our land management, this is the
principle reason that we have listed such a variety of products and services which we derive from our
land. Versatility is key when it comes to woodland management, and we are lucky that we can offer
such a wide range of craft items to support this.
Oak is the pinnacle timber to have in a woodland in terms of products one can offer, both raw,
and by adding value. It is very high value timber in its own right, chiefly because of its strength and
durability. We have not had the opportunity to work an Oak woodland before now, but we relish the
prospect and we are confident our business and skill set will grow because of its presence at FlatWood.
Land Management: Essential Criteria
3.51 The essential criteria are that:
•

All existing semi-natural and other important habitats on the site are conserved and enhanced
through appropriate traditional management
•

All current habitats will be conserved or enhanced, as well as many more being
created or expanded.

•

All cultural heritage features (e.g archaeology) on the site are conserved and enhanced through
appropriate management.
•

•

There are no cultural heritage features on the site

The landscape of the site is enhanced by the addition and traditional management of
characteristic or once characteristic local landscape features that, amongst other things, may be
used to screen and filter views to built elements of the proposals and to provide shelter and
screening to horticultural areas.
•

Through our management of the tree structure we create an aesthetic of an

intensively managed coppice woodland once commonplace but now rarely seen ,
and thorugh taking pride in our buildings and using tadtional techniques and
materials we will create an visually pleasing site.
•

Buildings and other structures and access tracks are located where they can be recessed into the
landscape and do not stand out in views from public vantage points.
•

We have recessed our proposed structures into the site as much as is practicable
relative to their use.
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Land Management: Contributory criteria

3.52 The contributory criteria are that:
•

Existing semi-natural habitats are extended or once characteristic habitats are recreated, ideally
creating wildlife corridors across the site, linking to other habitats beyond the site.
•

We have arrange the land use so that the tree structure is graded into the

surrounding woodland, and so that the coppice adjoins the neighbouring field to

the south, which will also help to promote the growth of the hedgerow along this
boundary.
•

Populations of once characteristic farmland birds of the local area are increased through
appropriate habitat creation.
•

Through the reintroduction of regular coppicing we hope to entice species such
as the nightingale back to the woods

•

Soil organic matter is increased.
•

Through the addition of manure from livestock, and wood by-products such as

chip, dust and shavings we will add organic matter to the soil. Particularly where

we intend to grow our fruit and veg, as the soil will need additional material here.
•

Populations of pollinating insects are increased.
•

Through coppicing and other felling, by letting in the light we will increase insect
numbers.
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3.4 Business and Improvement Plan: Energy and Water
3.4.1. Energy – Electricity
With the exception of road vehicle fuel, some petrol for the chainsaws, and sawmills, some diesel for the
tractor and a small amount of bottled gas to supplement cooking in the summer, we supply all our own
commercial and domestic energy needs from renewable sources on site.
We currently own a 0.5kw solar set-up, which, though small has supplied us with enough electricity to
run our home for the last 7 years. We will start out with this when we move to the woods, but intend to
beef this up with extra panels as soon as finances permit.
From this set-up we can run: a small fridge, all our lighting which is all LED, charge our phones, run
our laptop, hi-fi and LED tv. Though this is at the limit of the system in winter and in the past we have
topped up the batteries once a week, we will have better aspect at FlatWood than we did in our
previous set-up, and as I say we plan to add more panels.
During the summer our current system is enough to run many of our power tools, and a
washing machine as we have a 2kw inverter, and with improvements will add greater flexibility to these
requirements.
Our basic needs in terms of domestic electricity consumption are as follows:
Basic Needs: Electrical Energy
Application

Average usage

Annual Consumption

Lighting 88w ring of 12 and 240v
LED's

4hrs/day

128 kWh/yr

Combined tv, hi-fi/radio usage of
60w

4hrs/day

88 kWh/yr

Phone charging 6w/phone/ charge

2hrs/day

9 kWh/yr

Laptop charging

2hrs/day

44 kWh/yr

Washing machine

2hr/week

26 kWh/yr

Inverter

12hrs/day

13 kWh/yr

Total

308 kWh/yr

From using the online calculator provided on the energy saving trust's website, under heavy tree canopy
conditions (more than 80% of sky obscured) which we had in our previous woodland, our 0.5kw rig
would generate half of our minimum needs for the year. At FlatWood we do not intend to move on site
until we have completed our temporary accommodation, and this will almost certainly be after the first
cut of coppice (coup 1), which will give us shading of less than 20% of sky and in return should generate
762 kWh/year, double our minimum needs.
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During the set up phase we will manage with our current system, once the feed store is complete the
system will be mounted on the roof and upgraded with the addition of more panels and storage. By the
time of project completion we intend to have at least a 4kw system which will give us maximum
flexibility and storage.
Using the online calculator it is estimated that a system of this size, with our roof pitch (45deg
on finished house) and orientation, would produce 2914kWh/year.
In terms of commercial consumption, much of our craft work is hand tool based anyway, for example
chair making, bowl turning or basket weaving require no power tools whatsoever. Construction work
however, does quite often call for power tools, and much of this can be covered with lithium ion
battery powered tools of which we have a variety, and these can be charged easily from the solar rig. On
the occasion where power tools are required, even though in the past we have rented workshops with
mains electricity, over the years we have only bought machines with small motors <2kw knowing that
one day we would move all of our craft production back to the woods, this lower consumption means
we can run our machines off -grid in the woods. Even with our current set-up of just two panels, in
summer we can run angle-grinders and circular saws for example directly from the solar rig.
Inevitably any modern woodland based business will require timber processing which uses some
non-renewables, e.g. to run our chainsaws and sawmills. During construction there will be a fair
amount of on-site sawmilling to create building timber, but the fuel consumed in this process is easily
off-set by the reduction in handling and the lack of a need for highway transportation of heavy wet logs.
On site milling also means that the by-products of milling, dust and slab-wood, can be assimilated into
the smallholding system; either by putting nutrients back into the soil as activated compost via animal
bedding, or by heating our home or producing firewood to sell.
3.4.2. Energy – Heating and Cooking
For 6 years in our previous woodland home we provided 100% of our energy for heating and cooking
directly from renewables in the form of firewood and charcoal felled and made as part of our woodland
work, in recent years for convenience and since having a child, we used a small amount of bottled gas to
cook on during the summer and to run a shower, and this is summarised in the following table:
Fuel consumption, previous woodland dwelling
Fuel type

Volume/ year

Energy

Gas

163.4kg/yr

2271 kWh/yr

Logs

4.2 ton/year (6 m3)

17640 kWhr/yr

Total

19911 kWh/yr

* Energy consumption calculated by adding the volume consumed per year
This former temporary home, though modest and reasonably well insulated was fairly in-efficient in
terms of heating, largely because it was a temporary structure and was always designed to be dismantled.
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In our new development we expect to be much more efficient; our temporary on-site accommodation
at FlatWood, which we propose will be a small flat above the horse shed, is designed to have an annual
heat load of approximately 5500 kWh, and our final home has an estimated value of 12,500 kWh.
From our previous experience of coppicing, we estimate that we harvested around 32m3/acre for well
stocked 5 year old established hazel coppice. Figures from the website 'confusedaboutenergy.co.uk' state
that the average amount of energy stored in 1kg of firewood is 4.2kWh, meaning in 1 ton = 4200kWh,
and therefore using past experience as a guide we arrive at a working figure of 97,000kWh/acre. This
figure is obviously hugely dependent on many other factors and therefore highly variable from site to
site, however it is a good basis to calculate roughly how much material we might yield from our
coppices and also what we might need to use in order to sustain us for the year, and as such we have
produced the following table:
Table to show size and energy potential
FlatWood
Coup 1
Coup 2
Coup 3
Coup 4
Coup 5
Average

per annual coppice harvest
Area ha
Area/acre kWh potential
0.36
0.86
84,146
0.33
0.79
77,134
0.3
0.72
70,122
0.5
1.20
116,870
0.39
0.94
91,158
0.38

0.9

87,886

Domestic Heating: Design
Our dwelling has been designed to a high thermal performance, it will be well insulated with natural
materials, and will incorporate a large stone chimney breast to provide thermal mass and radiate heat.
This mass will also capture heat through solar gain via the attached greenhouse (see fig 3.4.1.a overleaf).
Set into the stone chimney will be a wood fired range which will provide background heat, as well as
running all the radiators, hot water and providing us with a cooking source, it will also be able to divert
excess heat into the greenhouse to warm the beds in winter via radiators built into the beds. The
remaining heating requirements for the house will be provided by another wood burner in the lounge.
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Fig 3.4.1.a Illustration to show how heat will be captured for the dwelling through solar gain, note the

position of the chimney breast
3.4.3. Water

We aim to provide 100% of our water needs directly from the land.
The woodland plays host to a number of springs, which feed a network of small water courses, which all
converge in the north western corner of our land. We intend to use one of these springs as a source of
drinking water, though as yet we have not decided which one to tap or had its product tested. Currently
we meet our drinking needs in the wood from the spring in Cenarth.
There is a mains water pipe which crosses our land, and we will investigate, and most likely
connect to, as it would be a very useful resource for us to have in hand, and will enable us to provide
drinking water to paying visitors on our courses.
Water for washing, livestock, growing, irregation etc will be provided principally by surface runoff and
spring water travelling along the network of small watercourses (the buildings have each been sited near
points where it is convenient to access these), and added to through rainwater harvesting methods
collected from the roofs of each of our structures.
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Estimated basic water consumption needs – woodland living
l/day
l/year
drinking
6
2190
washing
20
7300
washing machine

14

5110

cooking
toilet

3
218

1095
79570

total

261

95265

Estimated basic water consumption needs –
rented cottage (current) living
drinking
washing

l/day

washing machine
cooking
toilet

6
20
14
3
272

total

315

l/year

2190
7300
5110
1095
99280

114975

The main difference between the two estimated usage tables is that in the woods we use a dry compost
toilet for solid waste, and that the indoor flushing 'wee' loo uses rainwater.
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3.4.4. Energy and Water – Essential Criteria
Energy

•

The energy needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of technology,
including that which enables re-use.

•

Throughout the design of our buildings and arrangement of infrastructure we

have made efficiency of energy use a priority, from orientating our roof lines to
point out PV panels the right way and combining our greenhouse into our
dwelling, right down to only using LED lighting throughout the site.

•

All of the energy needs of all activities shall be met from sources of renewable energy on site,
with the exception of small amounts of non-renewable fuel for particular uses for which they
are best suited and justifiable (para 3.60).

•

The site will directly supply 100% of our heating and cooking requirements once
established.

Water

•

The water needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of technology,
including that which enables re-use.

•

All non drinking water requirements will be met 100% by the site, hopefully
drinking water can be as well, but if not, this will be collected daily from the
spring in the village.

•
•

Rainwater harvesting from buildings and structures must be maximised.

• Every roof will have a gutter, downpipe and a water butt.
All of the water needs of all activities should be met from water available on site, unless there is a
more environmentally sustainable alternative. Abstraction from water bodies (including
groundwater sources) must be at levels that do not cause environmental harm. Harm would
result from the lowering of surface and ground water levels.
• There will be no abstraction from groundwater bodies.
• We intend to install a series of catchment ponds as part of our water harvesting,
and also to mitigate against flooding further downstream, equally, particularly
after felling we will keep the steams clear of debris.
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3.5 Waste
3.5.1 Objectives
As a household we aim to minimise waste and reuse and then recycle where we can. Any products that
we purchase we choose based on their environmental impact, and favour those with either no
packaging, biodegradable packaging, or packaging that can easily reused or recycled e.g. buying milk
locally in glass bottles.
As a holding, one of the fundamentals of using the horse as a preferred use of power, means that
the waste is of high value to us in terms of compost, and can easily be assimilated on site. The other
main by-product is of course wood waste in its various forms, which is again an incredibly valuable
material for us on site. Outlined below is a more detailed analysis of how we plan to assimilate our waste
on site.
3.5.2 Components
Domestic Food Waste
All domestic food waste will be assimilated on site. Cooked food will be composted via a rocket
composter or similar, and uncooked food will be composted on a heap in the typical manner.
Grey Water and Urine
Grey water and urine will be dealt with by a lined horizontal flow sub-surface reed bed system, ending
in an evaporation pond which will again be sealed to prevent any contaminants permeating into the
groundwater system. The dwelling will have a flushing 'pee' only loo, and this will be flushed using
rainwater harvested from the roof.
Human Faeces
Human faeces will be separated from urine at catchment and collected in a dry compost toilet, kept for
two years and then used to much fruit trees and bushes in the orchard and forest garden; and also used to
boost fast growing standards e.g. Ash and Alder in the coppice.
Packaging and Paper
Any packaging which can be composted will be, e.g. cardboard and mushroom based packaging, glass
will be reused or recycled and any plastic packaging which cannot be reused on site will be recycled offsite.
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Green waste from growing food/timber
All biodegradable waste will be composted on site. Our timber by products include:

•
•

shavings, which make great fire-lighters, any surplus composted

•
•

woodchip – animal bedding, then once activated as mulch or compost

axe chippings – not so good for fire-lighting but can be composted or used as
mulch/animal bedding
sawdust – slower to compost due to its density, and cannot be used for animal bedding
because of the fine air-borne particles it produces. Currently we compost it slowly, but
we have plans to experiment with impregnation of edible fungi, or activation with
urine and turning regularly to increase decomposition rates. Can be used to suppress
weed growth in certain areas.

Livestock Manures
All livestock manure is collected, composted and used to improve and fertilize the soil.
Other
There will be a small amount of waste that cannot be assimilated on site, e.g. batteries from power tools
and solar systems, old engine/gear oil from the tractor and vehicles etc, these items will be disposed of
appropriately off-site at the council waste recycling plant.
3.5.3 Waste - Essential Criteria
The essential criteria are that:

•

All biodegradable waste produced on site is assimilated on site in environmentally sustainable
ways.

•

All biodegradable waste will be composted on-site, by commonly used
techniques

•

The only exception to this is occasional off-site disposal of small non-biodegradable amounts of
waste which cannot be assimilated on site which arise from things used on site wearing out or
breaking irreparably.

•
•

These will be kept to a minimum and recycled using council services.

All waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment Agency guidelines.

•

All waste assimilation techniques will apply with environment agency guidelines.

Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
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•

The re-use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility and productivity so long
as this is not at the expense of important semi-natural habitats dependent on low soil fertility.

•

There are no semi-natural habitats dependant on low soil fertility in our

woodland, through the return of organic matter back to the soil we aim to

increase productivity and enhance biodiversity by increasing the number of
species grown on site.
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3.6 Zero Carbon Buildings
3.6.1 Objectives

All of the buildings we are proposing to build to form the infrastructure of out smallholding will be zero
carbon both in construction and in their use. They will be constructed primarily of timber grown on site
with local stone for footings, and wherever possible utilise other materials available on site, principally
clay. With regard to insulation and thermal mass a balance will be struck between natural and modern
materials in order to achieve a highly thermally efficient building where this is required.
The current definition of zero carbon as taken from the Welsh Assembly's 'Low Carbon
Housing: The Challenge' (2018) is; “A zero carbon house is not just carbon neutral – it is carbon

negative. Over the course of a year, the house generates more electricity than it uses, so it cuts CO2
being produced elsewhere.” As a smallholding we will achieve zero carbon status from the outset, and
once infrastructure is completed we expect to be carbon negative.
3.6.2. Zero Carbon in construction:
Each of the buildings will follow a similar method of construction:

•

Stone foundation; either pad or stem wall

•
•
•
•
•

Timber frame; Oak or durable softwood
Insulation/thermal mass infill wall; straw, hempcrete, cob or natural fibre board e.g. wood/wool
Lime and/or clay render, or timber cladding
Slate roof (house)
Metal box profile roof (ancillary buildings)

Each of the buildings will be unique, but have a similar aesthetic to each other and inspired by the local
vernacular so as they are in keeping with themselves and the wider landscape, they will be broadly
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rectangular in footprint and have a steep double-pitch (35-45 degrees) open gable roof, ancillary
buildings will have cat-slide lean to's for extra storage and to protect external walls from weathering.
*Please see appendices B through to I for scale plans and elevations of each of the structures.
Principle construction materials for buildings, and how they reduce their environmental
impacts, whilst maintaining high building quality:
1.Timber (on site):

•

All buildings will be framed using traditional timber framing techniques, often using hand tools
where appropriate (hand planing beams for example).

•

Agricultural buildings will be clad using timber from the site where possible, any surplus will be
purchased in the round locally (ideally from other plot owners within the wider woodland of
which FlatWood is a part).

•

All timber will be processed on site using a mobile sawmill, some of the framing timber (for the
barn and house) will be cleft and/or hewn by hand using hand tools, taking the carbon footprint
of production of these beams to zero.

•

Trees which are harvested to build our infrastructure will be replaced either by saplings growing
up to fill the gaps within the canopy, or by the further growth of the mature neighbours made
possible by the harvesting of these trees. Our oak is classed as 'Yield class 80', being as it is 65'
high and 65 years in age, using the 'FC Booklet 48: Forest Management Tables' we estimate
that we have 85m3/ha in volume of standing timber within high forest compartments (6 and 7).
With a yield class of 80 we estimate the woodland will put on 0.5m3/ha of growth/ year in its
current state, or 1.77m3/year for all high forest compartments. We estimate we will require
60m3 of framing timber for all our buildings, and therefore it will take 34 years for this timber
to be replaced, and ultimately the carbon recaptured.

2. Stone (local)
•

We are fortunate to live in an area where there is an abundance of good quality stone available,
we intend to utilise this resource for many purposes from building our extra trackways and yard
areas to building out structures, principally with Cilgerran slate.

•

Each building will require a foundation of sorts be it strip or pad, and the aim is to use the local
stone and traditional lime and earth mortars, and keep concrete to a minimum.

•

Where damp proof courses are required, i.e. in stem walls, local slate will be favoured to plastic.

•

Welsh slate tiles will be used to roof the house.

3. Straw (local)
•

Straw bales will be used on walls where insulation is required, this is cheap, easy to shape,
handle and render. Available locally, produced locally.
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4. Clay (on site)
•

Cob (clay, sand and straw) will be used as an internal wall where high thermal mass is desired,
we have a clay sub-soil appropriate for cob building, clay will be re appropriated from site
excavations of footings, ponds etc. Clay will also be used as a plaster on some walls.

5. Lime (traditional)
•

Lime is a traditional product made from limestone, and though it does give off some Co2 in its
production, it is much less than in the manufacture of concrete, furthermore it will easily be
assimilated into the site should the buildings need to be dismantled.

•

We will use lime as a mortar in stone walls, and as a plaster both internally and externally.

6. Wool (local)
•

We intend to use 'thermafleece' sheeps wool insulation in the roof of the house, this is a natural
product which uses predominately welsh wool.

Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) Targets as required by TAN 6, with closest match BRE
Centre for Sustainable Products Element number and ratings:
Roofs

•

House: BRE Element number: 812410026, Rating: A
•

•

Timber trussed rafters and joists with insulation, roofing underlay, counter battens,
battens and UK produced slates.

Ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 1112410003, Rating: A+
•

Timber trussed rafters and joists with insulation, OSB/3 deck*, breather membrane,
standing seam organic coated steel sheet.
•

*In our case: Wood/wool boarding or similar rather than OSB

External walls

•

House: BRE Element number: 1006220012, Rating: A+
•

Lime render, insulation, rammed earth wall (0% cement)*, sodium silicate treatment
•

•

House: BRE Element number: 1006220010, Rating: A+

•

Treated softwood boarding on battens*, insulation, rammed earth wall (0% cement),
sodium silicate treatment

•
•

•

*We refer to this as 'Cob'

*We will use naturally durable rather than treated timber.
Also lime or clay render internally.

Ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 806210048, Rating: A+

▪ Canadian cedar weatherboarding*, OSB/3 sheathing**, timber frame with insulation,
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vapour control layer, plasterboard on battens***, paint****

▪ *Weatherboarding will be locally sourced mixed species durable softwood
▪ **No OSB or other boarding
▪ ***Some walls may be lath and plaster rather than plasterboard, livestock sheds
etc will just be weatherboarding on timber studwork

▪ ****Breatheable paint, dyes in plaster etc to finish
•

House and ancillary structures: Will also often utilize a natural stone wall, occasionally
rendered, we could not find a BRE number for this type of wall, it is our assumption that the
rating would be A or A+.

Internal walls

•

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 1009180010, Rating: A
•

•

House and ancillary structures : BRE Element number:
•

•

Softwood framed, double glazed partition, safety glass

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 809760004, Rating: A
•

•

Timber stud, plasterboard, paint

809760003, Rating: A+

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 809760010, Rating: A
•

•

Rammed earth internal wall (0% cement) with sodium silicate treatment.

Timber studwork, t&g softwood boarding, gloss paint

House and ancillary structures: Again natural stone walls will be used occasionally, assumed
rating A or A+

Ground floors

•

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 820470012, Rating: A+
•

•
•

Suspended timber framed: Tongue and Groove softwood boards on timber joists with
insulation, over 50mm fine aggregate on polyethylene dpm laid on sand blinding*
• *No aggregate or dpm, boarded with timber under insulation.

Ancillary structures: Slate floor on 100mm aggregate, assumed rating A or A+
Ancillary structures: Rammed earth floor, assumed rating A+

Upper Floors

•

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 807280023, Rating: A+
•

Windows

•

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 813100013, Rating: A+
•

•

T&G floorboards on timber joists

Durable hardwood window, double glazed, solvent borne gloss paint (non-TWAS)

House and ancillary structures: BRE Element number: 813100016, Rating: A+
•

Durable hardwood window, double glazed, water based stain (non-TWAS)
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TAN 6 requires that for OPD sites at least four of these categories (roofs, internal walls, external walls,
floors and windows) reach a rating of A+
TAN 6 also requires that materials are responsibly (and for timber, legally) sourced, which we will abide
by and feel we have outlined in the previous bullet points.
3.6.3 Zero Carbon in use:
To our knowledge there is no document currently published that outlines exactly what is meant by
'Zero carbon in use' in terms of Welsh planning policy.
Our development will be essentially off-grid, heated by biomass grown on site and passive solar gain,
and powered using solar energy and therefore independent of fossil fuels in its day to day use, save for a
litre or two of two stroke fuel used in firewood processing.
3.6.4 Building Regulations
None of the structures will require building regulations approval, other than Ty Coed, and the outline
design has taken this into consideration, a dialogue regarding building regulations will be opened with
the relevant parties and a more detailed design arrived at once planning has been approved.
The ancillary structures will not require building control as they are agricultural in nature, will not
contain permanent sleeping accommodation and will have sufficient fire escape routes, most of the
ancillary structures do not even have walls so fire escape will not be much of a concern.
3.6.5 Capable of removal with low environmental impacts
As there are currently no on site structures, each of the buildings will require removal should the
venture fail (as explained later in the (Chapter 5. 'Exit Strategy) , this will be dealt with in the following
manner:
•

House: Porch and greenhouse dismantled, Timber frame dismantled and stored, recyclable

materials sold, all natural non-recyclable materials to be assimilated on site, all other materials
removed and disposed of appropriately.
•

Horse shed, livestock shed, forge/root cellar: Roof and cladding removed and taken off
site, timber frame dismantled and removed, high quality stone sold, remaining organic materials
assimilated into the site.

•

Feed store and Barn: to be left on site as agricultural buildings, and sold with the site.

•

Polytunnel: Plastic removed and saved if in good enough condition, timber frame dismantled
and removed, remaining organic materials assimilated into the site.
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3.6.6 Essential Criteria

•

•

Domestic and ancillary buildings will be 'zero carbon' in construction and use as explained in
this guidance and using the up to date Welsh definition of zero carbon.

◦ Our buildings will be zero-carbon in construction and use.
Proposals will identify which structures require Building Regulations approval and that this
approval is obtained either before or during construction.
◦ None of our structures require building control other than Ty Coed, for which an
appropriate dialogue will be opened with building control.

•

All structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of removal with low
environmental impact.

◦ All structures can be either transported or easily dismantled and removed.

Fig 3.6.5a Our previous temporary woodland home on the Hazelbury Estate, Box, Wiltshire; we lived

off-grid in this collection of yurts and shepherds huts quite comfortably for 7 years. We dismantled the
huts and yurt and brought them to Wales with us where we intend to re-use the materials to create a
similar temporary home. The site was left spotless and will hopefully continue to be maintained as a
woodland glade.
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3.7 Community Impact Assessment
We have been living in a rented cottage in Boncath (5 miles from FlatWood) for nearly a year, we have
met many local people and have really settled in well to the area. We are quite open about what we do
and our plans at FlatWood, and everyone we've spoken to are interested and supportive of our aims.
Our horses are stabled and grazed at Plas Yr Hendy towards Bwlchygroes, and though our search for
grazing, purchasing of hay, straw etc we have had the chance to meet some of the wider farming
community of the area, and again there is much interest and support for our venture.
Poppy attends the Si-Lwli nursery in Crymych, and has settled in really well, already picking up
the basics of the Welsh language, her tutors at nursery now speak to her solely in Welsh. Our plan is for
her to attend Ysgol Gymunedol in Cenarth in 1 ½ years time, and we have applied for a place for her
there to start in September, once she is three she will start two half days at the Meithrin there.
Lily works in senior management at a local agricultural college for students with special needs in
Mynachlog-ddu. In this role she liaises with the local community including local farmers and businesses
especially when sourcing local and organic produce and resources, and finding properties to rent for the
students to live in. Lily has also built up a network of other local small holders and crafts people through
work and has been evolved in local community events such as craft fairs.
Oli has recently been begun working with fellow local craftsmen, taking care of the timberwork
as part of the restoration of St Florence church in south Pembrokeshire; working with stonemasons from
Cilgerran and Newcastle Emlyn as part of Coe Stone Ltd, following the end of work commitments back
in the Bath area, and is settling in really well.
We shop locally, supporting local growers and producers such as dairys and butchers as well as
our local pubs in Cenarth, Abercych and Newchape. Our vehicles are maintained by local independent
garages.
When building the infrastructure, although Oli will do most of the construction work, we plan
to use local groundwork contractors to help with excavations for the tracks and footings, and source any
materials not provided by the site from small local producers and quarries etc.
Though we have only been in the area for a just over half a year, we feel welcomed and very
much at home here, we enjoy the pace of life, feel that we fit in and get on well with the rural
community.
3.7.1 Objectives
We believe that our development at FlatWood will have a net positive effect on the local community,
the aspects of our development which could impact on the community are outlined in the following
table.
Aspect
Active, outward
community involvement
by occupants

Details

•

Through Ysgol Gymunedol, and the local pubs in Cenarth we plan to
take an active role in the community, taking part in local events such as
the Cenarth River Festival on the Teifi
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Active on-site
community involvement

•

We will offer a discount to residents of Cenarth on our green
woodworking courses, and once infrastructure is complete plan to see if
there is any local interest in us running evening classes.

•

From year two onwards we plan to offer one open day each year, to
engage directly with anyone from the local community who have an
interest in our smallholding, as well as to advertise and demonstrate our
craft products.

•

When we purchased the land, we were asked by the previous landowner
if we would keep permissive access along our track which is used by some
local people as a walking route, this is something we were pleased to agree
to and has given us the opportunity to meet people and is always a
pleasant interlude whilst we are working.

Contributing to a
traditional rural economy

•

As explained in Chapter 3.3.3, there is a strong tradition of rural
woodcraft in the area, particularly coracle making and bowl turning. We
will continue this tradition by offering turned products for sale, running
bowl turning classes, and demonstrating locally.

Contributing to a forward

•

thinking low-carbon
community

As we are following the example set by other One Planet Developments,
we hope that we too will act as an exemplar for other future enterprises.

•

There is a wonderful and very useful support network in the form of the
One Planet Council, we have received much advice from occupants on
other OPD sites whilst we have been designing our smallholding, and we
plan to offer the same advice to others as our knowledge of the policy
develops. We moved to West Wales partly because we feel very
passionately that we want to support the OPD policy, and hope that
thorough its success we can help to support its growth.

Contributing to local
employment
Contributing to local
youth education and
culture

•

Skills share between other OPD sites, local farmers, growers, smallholders
and craftspeople

•

Using local contractors and services when we require them, to build and
maintain our holding

•

Continuing to shop locally

•

Our daughter Poppy will grow up in Cenarth, supporting the school and
attending local groups.

•

She will continue to learn Cymraeg, supporting the recent resurgence in
the language

•

We are likely to be looking to appoint an apprentice in the future to help
us run the holding and to pass on our skills, we would be very keen for
this apprentice to be local to the area

Contributing to local
tourist market

•

Through courses and demonstrations
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Enhancing local
biodiversity

•

Through the management of the woodland we will enhance and increase
the local biodiversity, which we hope will be appreciated and enjoyed by
the local community

Development in open

•

Any development in open countryside should be carefully considered by
all involved; the community, authorities and occupants.

•

Our land management will enhance the local: biodiversity, economy,

countryside

cultural heritage and landscape, and is only financially viable if we are able
to live on the land and build our infrastructure.
•

The main reservation of such a development could well be its visual
impact, however we feel that we have designed our holding with
consideration of the wider landscape, hidden buildings as best we can, and
also designed them to be both aesthetically pleasing and in keeping with
the local landscape.

Increased traffic

•

There will be some increased traffic during construction, as
aggregate/stone etc is delivered

•

There will also be a small increase in traffic as people attend courses
though these are subsidiary; we only plan to run a maximum of 4
weeks/year, with a maximum of 4 persons per course. A discount will be
offered to those who arrive by public transport, of which there is an
excellent network for such a rural location, and there will also be a
discount to local people.

3.7.2 Essential Criteria
•

There is a thorough assessment of all impacts of the proposals on neighbouring communities.
One Planet Development in the open countryside should not impact negatively on
neighbouring communities.
•

As detailed in the previous table, demonstrating how we believe our OPD will
have a positive impact on the local community.

•

Any negative impacts are mitigated.
•

Described above

Contributory criteria
•

OPD children attend local schools and residents support local groups, clubs and events.

•

• Poppy will attend Ysgol Gymunedol
There are open days, permissive footpaths and other access, as well as the hosting of local events
on-site.
•

We will run open days, would be very happy to host local events in our barn or
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on our land where appropriate, and we will keep permissive access along our
track for local people.

•

Residents shop locally and use other local businesses.
•

We do and will continue to do so, we will encourage course participants to use
them as well

•

Residents sell food and other produce locally.
•

We will sell our craft products locally, as well as firewood and charcoal, and
any food surplus when available.
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3.8 Transport Assessment and Travel Plan
3.8.1 Objectives
We plan to maximise sustainable transport options, both around and to and from our site, particularly
encouraging travel by horse, but also walking and cycling, once established our domestic travel
movements will be minimal.
3.8.2 Transport Baseline; Methods, connections and their relation to the site
Footpaths:
There is an extensive local footpath network, we are lucky to be situated on the edge of Cenarth, it
takes about 5-10 minutes to walk to the village.

Fig 3.8.2a) Two maps showing footpaths, one overlayed on OS and another on Bing Maps for clarity,

footpaths are marked in red, bridleways in pink, there is one restricted byway shown in green, the
position of FlatWood is represented by the red star.
Bus services:

There are two bus routes that serve Cenarth; the 460 Carmarthen to Cardigan via Newcastle Emlyn
(13/day), and the 551 Aberaeron to Cardigan (one morning service and evening return).
Trains:
The nearest train station to FlatWood is Carmarthen with links to other West Wales locations and the
UK.
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River
There is a long history of travel (and fishing) between Cenarth and Cardigan by coracle.
Private Vehicles:
We own two vehicles, one Land Rover Discovery 1 set up for off-road/tree work use with a winch etc,
and a Vauxhall Meriva which Lily uses to get to and from work.
Horses
Two gypsy cobs and a cart.
Other
One road bike and a mountain bike, one Coracle
3.8.3 Components/Description
Residents:
As we will be a broadly self sustaining development, once established our movements to and from site
will be minimal, and those that are necessary will be very local (i.e. purchasing additional food staples,
getting Poppy to school, or visiting the pub). Those that are very local will be walked, cycled or we will
ride or drive one or both of our horses. Lily's regular commuting trips to Plas Dwbl will be gradually
reduced as we get more set up and we increase her involvement in the land based business, and those
that are necessary will be within a 13 mile radius.
One of the main reasons for keeping our horses is to use them as a method of sustainable transport, and
so far in our experience the lanes are well suited to horses, and we have found local motorists to be
considerate of them, there is also an extensive bridleway network.
Enterprises:
Transport movements generated by our land based enterprises will again be minimal, initially the
principle businesses will be Oli's woodcraft and the nature of these products tends to be a long period in
the workshop (a week or more), and then usually delivery to the client, occasionally they may come and
collect. As we will source all of the materials for our craft from the site, the main movements are just
around the site itself, and these will be mainly taken care of by the horses.
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Visitors:
The number of visitors to the site on a day-to-day basis will be minimal, and are likely really to just be
the occasional social call. For the four week period during the summer there will be more visits as
people arrive for courses, we suspect that most people will camp in the woods during these courses, or
stay in the pub or a holiday let in the village, so journeys to and from site will be minimal other than a
walk into the village in the evening for a pint. Courses will be marketed to favour a local clientèle and
also to tourists already visiting the area.
3.8.3 Transport Assessment – Evaluation and Strategy
Residents:
Purpose

Trips

Mitigation Strategy

Purchase of remaining 47% of
food not produced directly from
the site

3/week to local
shops

- On foot, bike or horse

1/week to

- Take the bus if just visiting cardigan

Cardigan or
- Take the horse to Emlyn
Newcastle Emlyn - Take own vehicle if an extra trip to Glebelands
market garden in St Dogmaels as well as Cardigan is
required.
- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover
Social

2/ year to
Hampshire to
visit Lily's family

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover
- Take train if cost effective

2/ year to Devon - Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover
to visit Oli's
- Take train if cost effective
family
3 trips/4 years to
Glastonbury
Festival

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover

3 trips/ year to
visit
friends/attend
weddings/parties

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover
- Take train if cost effective

across UK
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Non land based work

72 miles/week for - Either find new vehicle suited to biodiesel, or look to
Lily to and from convert the Meriva
work
- Car share
- Journeys to work decrease as Lily becomes more
involved in land based enterprise
Local trips as

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover

required for Oli's - Trips for off-site for work reduced to zero once
building or tree infrastructure complete and business fully established
work
Enterprises:
Purpose

Trips

Mitigation Strategy

Delivery of craft items locally

As required

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover

Delivery of craft items non-local

As required

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover
- Courier

Delivery of raw woodland
As required
produce, e.g.firewood and timber
– very local

- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover
- Delivery by horse if an appropriate route is available

Order of consumables/fixings for
workshop and commissions

As required

- Bulk order from same supplier to cut down on
deliveries

Collection of craft items from
workshop by customer

As required

- Encourage customers to use sustainable transport
methods

Craft fairs/markets

As required

- Local markets/fairs favoured
- Horse taken if appropriate
- Bulk purchase Biodiesel to run Land Rover

Visitors:
Purpose

Trips

Mitigation Strategy

Collection of craft items from
workshop by customer

As required

- Encourage customers to use sustainable transport
methods

Course participants

4 trips/course, 4 - Encourage customers to use sustainable transport
courses/year = 16 methods
trips
- Discount offered to locals, and others that arrive on
foot or by public transport
- Aim to co-ordinate lift-shares between course
participants
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Open days

Once a year

- Advertised primarily to locals that arrive on foot or by
public transport

Volunteers

As required

- We may well offer a development week once a year
- We will offer ad hoc volunteering opportunities to
the right people as occasions arise

Social: family and friends

As they occur

- Largely difficult to predict or quantify, but those
visiting will be encouraged to consider environmental
footprints
- Most social visitors are keen to help out with day to
day tasks anyway, which goes some distance to
offsetting the footprint of the journey

3.8.4 Essential Criteria
•

The management plan must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan (which
may be combined).
•

•

As described in this chapter

Overall the development should achieve a significant reduction in transport impacts from all
activities on site (residents, enterprises and visitors) in comparison to what would be the 'norm'
for such activities.
•

We grow all our own raw material for our business; high end, high value craft
items take a long time to make, and are delivered in one trip

•

There should be detailed monitoring of all trips to and from the site in terms of purposes,
distances, modes, and any transport sharing.
•

We will record and monitor all our travel generated from the site

3.8.5 Contributory criteria
•

the use of low and zero carbon modes of transport should be maximised.
•

•

On site vehicle numbers should be controlled and vehicle pools used for One Planet
Developments of more than one household.
•

•

We are only one household

Connections between the site and local suppliers and customers for goods and services requiring
travel, should be maximised opposed to those at a greater distance.
•

•

E.g. horses

Local markets/customers will always be favoured

Visitor travel should be the subject of proactive management to reduce transport impacts.
•

Visitors will have a positive impact on the site, and the wider community
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4. Ecological Footprint Assessment
The Welsh Government EFA Calculator was used for this analysis and a breakdown of the results are
included in appendix O.
Our current global ecological footprint is 3.67gha, 1.21gha less than the average Welsh household
ecological footprint of 4.88gha according to box 14 of the TAN 6 guidance notes. Our current
footprint is lower than the average largely because we heat our rented cottage with firewood cut from
FlatWood, and because we use low energy appliances at home.
We expect our ecological footprint to reduce to 2.69gha on initial habitation, falling to 1.94gha in year
5. If we either convert Lily's Vauxhall Meriva to biodiesel, or swap for a vehicle we can run on
biodiesel, without reducing our annual mileage our footprint will fall to 1.88gha (this document is
available on request).
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5. Phasing, Monitoring and Exit Strategy
5.1 Phasing

The first significant management of the site will start in autumn/winter 2019. This will take the form of;
felling compartment 1 the first coppice compartment, felling any diseased Ash trees (especially boundary
trees), and harvesting appropriate timber for the building works we plan to start in 2020.

We plan to start living on site in spring/summer 2020, all being well. Initial temporary accommodation
is likely to take the form of the feed store, but if progress on this structure is too slow to meet this
deadline then a caravan, yurt or horsebox will be employed.

A rough guide for infrastructure development is as follows:

Time

Works

Autumn/Winter
2019/2020

•
•
•
•
•

Winter/Spring
Summer 2020

•
•
•

Fell compartment 1
Move container away from boundary and set back gate from lane
Construction of horse shed,
Purchase and siting of sawmill
Begin planting of forest garden and orchard
First 100m of track
Feed store/temporary accommodation construction
Establish Veg bed area

Winter 2020/21

•
•

Fell compartment 2
Harvest timber for barn

Spring/Summer
2021

•

Begin groundworks and framing of barn

Autumn 2021

•

Erection of barn frame

•
Winter 2021/22

•
•

Polytunnel construction
Fell compartment 3
2nd fix carpentry on barn

Spring/Summer
2022

•

Autumn/Winter

•

Fell compartment 4

•

Walls and trusses of forge

•

2022/23
Spring 2023

•

Dig footings for forge and begin building walls
Sawmill shelter

Dig footings for Ty Coed
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•

Begin construction of dwarf wall for Ty Coed

Autumn /Winter
2023/24

•
•

Fell compartment 5
Harvest timber for Ty Coed

Spring /Summer
2024

•

Begin framing of Ty Coed

•

Finish dwarf wall and prepare for frame raising in spring 2025

5.2 Monitoring

An annual monitoring report will consider the project’s progress against the objectives contained in
this management plan. It will include:
• An EFA progress report: a short commentary on changes made since the previous year that are
likely to impact upon the EF of the households and other footprints.
• An EFA assessment in year 5.
• A revised/ updated Management Plan in year 5 and every fifth year thereafter.
It will also assess the essential criteria as required by TAN 6:
Target

Indicator

Method

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
The minimum food needs (at least 65%) of
all occupants are met from produce grown

(a) Annual reporting of food
production consumed by

and reared on the site or purchased using
income derived from other products

household. (b) Annual
reporting of spend on other

grown and reared on the site

food.

The minimum income needs of all
occupants are met from income derived
from land use activities on the site.

(a) Annual household income
and costs reporting.

Income derived from other land-based
enterprises, such as training and education
courses or consultancy, remain subsidiary

(a) Annual reporting on the
total value of produce grown
and reared on the site
compared with income
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We will keep records and
submit these annually of the
food we grow/rear, and the
food we purchase, indicating
what percentage is purchased
from land based livelihood.

The annual monitoring
report will quantify our
minimum income needs
and will demonstrate how
we meet these needs from
income derived from land
use activities on the site.
The annual monitoring
report

to the primary activity of growing and

derived from other land-

rearing produce.

based enterprises.

The number of occupants is directly
related to the ability of the site to support

(a) Annual reporting on
number of occupants by

their minimum food and income needs
and the number of people needed to run
the site effectively.

household and their roles on
site.

will detail the respective
landbased income streams
demonstrating that our
‘other’ land-based income
streams, eg courses etc,
remain subsidiary to the
primary activity of growing
and rearing produce,
timber and producing
craftwork.
The annual monitoring
report will detail the
number of people living at
FlatWood and their
respective roles within the
holding.

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA

The annual monitoring
report will include sales
volumes and market areas
of our land based
enterprises demonstrating
the products that we are
providing to local markets.
The annual monitoring
Facilities for processing produce are made
(a) Annual reporting on use of report will include any
available to other local producers.
processing facilities by others. details of processing
facilities.
Training / courses / consultancy, as
(a) Annual reporting on
Our annual monitoring
components of the land based enterprise,
training and consultancy
report will include details
share best practice in sustainable land based activities.
of any training/ consultancy
activities with the wider community.
activities.
The land based enterprise provides food
and other products to local markets,
reducing other local footprints.

(a) Annual reporting of sale
volumes and market areas by
each on-site enterprise.

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All existing semi-natural habitats are in
favourable condition.

(a) Spread of characteristic
species of that habitat against
an established baseline. (b)
Decline in non-characteristic
/ commercial agricultural
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A detailed report of the
changing ecological
conditions of the woodland
will be kept and any

changes to key species will
be submitted along with
the rest of the annual
monitoring report.
(a) No cultivation or soil
The annual monitoring
erosion over buried
report will highlight any
archaeological sites and
cultural features that may
historic earthworks. (b) Scrub
be discovered in the future
and trees removed over
and detail how these have
buried archaeological sites and
been managed.
species within each habitat
(seek advice of Wildlife
Trust).

All identified cultural heritage features are
maintained in good condition.

historic earthworks. (c) Above
ground historic/ cultural
features stabilised and scrub /
trees removed.
There is an increase in the number / area /
length of traditional characteristic
landscape features and all are under

(a) Increase in the number /
area / length of x landscape
feature. (b) Increase in the

appropriate traditional management.

number / area / length of y
landscape feature.

The annual monitoring
report will report on the
management of the land
areas and will quantify the
areas of new woodland
planted/regenerated.

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
(Named) semi-natural habitat(s) is/are

(a) Area of new habitat. (b)

extended / created.

Spread of characteristic
species of that habitat.

There is an increase in the population of
farmland birds on the site.

(a) Number of breeding
farmland birds on the site

There is an increase in the population of

(a) Number of active bee

honey bees.

hives on site.

against an established baseline.

ENERGY AND WATER: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
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The annual monitoring
report will report on the
creation and establishment
of the orchard, forest
garden
and the coppice areas.
A bird dirary will be kept
and submitted annually.
The annual monitoring
reportwill highlight any
beehive additions.

All of the energy needs shall be met from
sources of renewable energy on site.

a) Annual reporting on use of
renewable energy generated
on-site (as percentage of
energy needs). b) Annual
reporting on use of all
nonrenewable fuels (included
grid connected electricity),
recorded in terms of use
(what for) and amount
(quantity). c) Annual
reporting on quantity of
electricity exported to the
grid and imported from the
grid.

All water needs are met from water

available on-site (unless there is a more
sustainable alternative).

The annual monitoring
report will contain a
description of our energy
usage and production
patterns which details
sources, methods and
quantities. It will include
figures for the amount of
renewable electricity we
generate and use, as well as
data on the amount of
biomass we harvest and
use, as well as data on our
use of non-renewable
fuels.

The annual monitoring
report will contain a
description of our spring
water usage, and rainwater
(surface and ground water). b)
harvesting patterns which
Annual reporting on ground
details sources, methods
and surface water levels
and quantities.
a) Annual reporting on use of
water sources (amount used
from each source), including
abstraction from water bodies

(reported every month).
WASTE: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All biodegradable waste produced on site
will be assimilated on site in
environmentally sustainable ways.
Only exception to above is occasional offsite disposal of small amounts of non-

a) Annual reporting on
quantity of all waste
production by types of waste
and sources - domestic and
other (specified). b) Annual

biodegradable waste items which cannot
be assimilated on site that arise from things

reporting on quantity of onsite waste assimilation and

used on site wearing out or breaking
irreparably.

off-site waste disposal.

All waste handling and assimilation on site

a) Annual statement of

must comply with Environment Agency
guidelines.

compliance with
Environment Agency
guidelines.
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The annual monitoring
report will contain a
description of our on-site
biodegradable waste
assimilation processes.
The annual monitoring
report will also contain a
breakdown of the types and
quantities of waste we
produce.
The annual monitoring
report will include an
annual statement of
compliance with

Environment Agency
guidelines.

WASTE: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The re-use of organic waste on site should
increase overall site fertility and
productivity, so long as this is not at the
expense of important semi-natural habitats
dependent on low soil fertility.

a) Addressed in annual
reporting of on-site waste
assimilation (see above).

The annual monitoring
report will contain a
description of our
on-site biodegradable
waste assimilation
processes.

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
That domestic and ancillary buildings are
zero carbon in construction and use.

a) Achievement of zero
carbon assessment for all
buildings requiring Building
Regulations in construction,
as described in this guidance.
b) Achievement of zero
carbon assessment for all
buildings requiring Building
Regulations in use, as
described in this guidance.

All structures requiring building
regulations approval obtain this approval.

a) All structures requiring
building regulations approval
are identified in the proposals
b) This approval is obtained
either before or during

All buildings will be zero
carbon in construction and
use, regardless of whether
they require building regs
or not, details of their
construction will be
monitored and submitted
annually along with the rest
of the data.
Building regulations
approval will be sought for
Ty Coed before
construction begins.

construction.
All structures identified for removal in the
Exit Strategy are capable of removal with
low environmental impact.

Structures will be
structure identified for
dismantled and either
removal in the Exit Strategy is removed or composted on
capable of removal with low
site.
a) Specification of how each

environmental impact.

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The construction of structures should

a) Detailed summary of use of

make as much use of recycled materials as
possible so long as this does not affect their

recycled materials in
construction of structures.

ability to satisfy the essential criteria.
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An inventory of recycled
materials used in
construction of the
infrastructure will be kept
and submitted.

Existing buildings are re-used where this
would have an overall lower
environmental impact than new buildings,
or where they are of particular value in
landscape or heritage terms, but provided
that they are not unsightly or have a

a)Explanatory statement on
the re-use of any existing
buildings.

There are no buildings
currently on site.

negative impact due to their siting.
COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
Community impacts are thoroughly
assessed and there are measures in place to
mitigate any negative impacts.

a) Annual monitoring of
community impacts. b)
Implementation of mitigation
measures to address any
negative impacts.

Our annual monitoring
report will contain updated
tables outlining both
positive and negative
community impacts, along
with any mitigating
measures for negative
impacts.

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
All positive community impacts are
fostered and recorded.

a) All positive community
impacts are fostered and
recorded.

As outlined above, the
annual monitoring report
will record positive
community impacts. We
naturally foster these.

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
There is a significant reduction in transport
impacts from all activities on site in
comparison with 'typical' levels for the

a) Annual monitoring of all
trips to and from the site by
purpose, distance, mode, and

number of occupants and activities on site.

any transport sharing. b)
Annual assessment of the
transport impact of the site
against the Transport
Assessment Strategy and
Travel Plan.

The annual monitoring
report will include a
breakdown of all vehicle
trips to and from the site by
purpose, distance, mode,
and any transport
sharing. It will review our
travel impact in relation to
this management plan

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY
CRITERIA
There is maximisation of use of low and
zero carbon modes of travel.

a) Annual monitoring of use
of low and zero carbon modes
of transport (part of annual
monitoring of all trips).
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The annual monitoring
report will include
information about low/
zero carbon modes of

travel
There is a reduction in on-site vehicles

a) Annual monitoring of

through the use of vehicle pools.

vehicle numbers and use of
vehicle pools.

There is maximum use of local suppliers

a) Annual monitoring of local

and customers over those from a greater
distance.

suppliers and customers.

There is pro-active management of visitor
travel.

a) Annual monitoring of
visitor travel.

The annual monitoring
report will include details
of vehicle numbers and any
car-sharing
The annual monitoring
report will include a
description of outlets for
our various products and
their locality
The annual monitoring
report will include an
overview of the manner in
which visitors travel to
FlatWood.

5.3 Exit Strategy

Should the project fail for economic reasons within the first few years, we would deconstruct the
buildings and where appropriate either remove them from the site, recycle materials off site which
needed to be, and anything left, being made of natural materials, would be assimilated into the site.
Should the project fail for health or other personal reasons we would look to find people to take it on as
an OPD, as the land management we will have established will have significantly enhanced the ecology
of the site and hence the area.
The landscaping of the site (tracks, ponds tree planting, banks etc) will not be returned to their current
state in any circumstance of the project failing or the land being sold, as these features will enhance the
biodiversity of the site and the wider environment (see appendix J – ecology survey). Furthermore, as it
is likely that bats and other animals will share our buildings, if any of these are seen to be present, these
buildings will remain.
Should the project fail for any other reason once the permanent buildings have been built, we would
look to sell the land with a tie to ensure that the land use could not be altered by the purchaser, and that
the infrastructure could be used by another similar business. The permanent infrastructure has been
designed with this in mind, and in a way that it could be used by a different kind of business in the
future, thus maintaining the management of the woodland and continuing to preserve and enhance the
natural and cultural landscape of this part of West Wales long into the future, and hopefully long after
we have gone.
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